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DM gets
groups
together
for first
time last
night
By Craig Gilford
CAMPUS EDITOR

Mary BattiMurthaBG News
VOLUNTEER WORK: Vicky Shuler, a counselor for the Bowling Green Pregnancy Center, sits in their counseling room.

INSIDE THE MIND OF A PREGNANCY

COUNSELOR
Eighth in a weekly feature

By Mary Beth Murttu

ASSISTANT EDITOR

Vicky Shuler is all aboul baby
steps. Even more so than she is
about the pitter patter of tiny
feet
As a counselor at the Bowling
Green Pregnancy Center, she
encourages the women who
come in unexpectedly pregnant
to look at .ill their options. She
said she gives them all the facts
about abortion - which do
include very graphic descriptions of the procedure.
She cautions them to move in
baby steps, examining their
lives, their beliefs and their situations before making decisions.
And in her personal life, she

believes in moving at her own
pace - and taking (tod's advice.
Shuler, 45, describes her relationship with God as "kind of
like a marriage." It affects every
part of her life and every decision she makes.
"Mostly why I do things is
because the Lord directs me to,"
she said. "It's a love relationship.
That's why I do this; I feel God's
love."
She had been working for
years as head of a fundraising
committee for her children's
school — Bowling Green
Christian Academy - when she
felt a tug, so to speak. She said
she felt called away from that
and from the women's retreats

she used to lead. So she quit.
"Now what?" she asked herself, and God. That's when the
I'regnancy Center came into die
picture.
"I didn't feel I was supposed
to (work there] until a year ago,"
she said. "Sometimes people
think older women don't have
much to offer. But I try to help
these girls feel like they're not
alone. I feel there's a need. I can't
think of anything more practical
to the abortion issue than the
center."
Her coworkers there seem to
agree.
The
Bowling
Green
Pregnancy Center, 143 E.
Wooster St., is dedicated to

Dining Services offers
reward to catch thieves

'extending the Gospel message
of saving the unborn,' according to director Cheryl Magrum.
Shuler's work fits right into that
goal. She knows what her priorities are, according to marketing
intern Carol Longer.
"God's the first part, family's
second; third, I would assume,
is this. She feels caUed to be
here."
As a mother of three - Tim,
who's 13, Amy, 11 and Ben, 8 she knows the trials of raising
children. She advocates it anyway.
To begin with, (though her
twin sister was "incredibly fertile," and fortunate to have children without trying, she said)

Shuler and husband Dwight
had trouble getting pregnant.
They tried for three years.
When she began having
seizures, she realized that she
was pregnant. The seizures
were due to hormone problems
related to the pregnancy, she
said, and she just trusted in God
to get her through okay. And it
worked.
Then Tim was bom, and he
had trouble breathing. Again,
Shuler said, she put her trust in
God and he made it through,
too, he now runs for his school's
cross country team.

The organizations taking pan
in this year's Dance Marathon
were all assembled as one last
night at the first overall Dance
Marathon meeting
Over one hundred students
gathered in 101 Olscamp HaU to
prepare for the event to take
place in March.
The purpose of this meeting
was to get the student body
excited about what is one of the
University's biggest events of the
year.
"This is to get everyone excited for Dance Marathon, get
everybody pumped," said Erica
I.eroux, Public Relations committee member for the event
Among the night's events were
speeches by committee members, a parent of one of the children being sponsored and a
video provided by the Children's
Miracle Network. The moralers
revealed the first part of this
year's line dance. It is the first
time ever that any of the line
dance has been shown before
the actual day of the event.
The Dance Marathon committee was also working toward
raising money for the Children's
Miracle Network, which is the
group that will receive the
money raised by the event
Pieces to the quilt which will
be sewn togedier for the day of
the event were sold to those in
attendance, along with hats and
the the 2001 Dance Marathon
video. These will all be offered
from now until the day of Dance
Marathon.
All of this went toward getting
the University excited for what
will take place in less than five
months.
According to Brant Pumpa,
Dance Group Representative for
Phi Kappa Tau, the Dance
Marathon committee was successful in getting this goal
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IN THE HOT SEAT

By Steianie Suemore
MANAGING

EDITOR

For the first time, University
Dining Services is offering
rewards for information leading
to the arrest and convictions of
people responsible for acts of
vandalism and theft.
"We want students to realize
that this type of activity will not
be accepted at this University
and whomever is responsible
needs to be punished," said
Nancy Joseph, associate director
of Dining Services.
University Dining Services
will be offering two $300
rewards for information leading
to the arrest and conviction of
the person or persons repsonsible for two seperate incidents.
The first incident happened
on Sept 1,2000.
Four black metal chairs and
an artificial tree valued at
around $1,300 were stolen from
REWARD. PAGE 2

Brian Engtkiun BG News
CHILLIN' IN THE HOT TUB: Members of Men's Chorus put in their time at the Hot Tub-A-Thon, which
runs until 2 p.m. Friday. The 50 hour 'thon' benefits Men's Chorus programs.
Sarah Layne BG News
MISSING FURNITURE: Dining Services is offering a reward for
information leading to the arrest of those responsible for theft.
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Dining Services
offers rewards
REWARD, FROM PAGE 1

Kreischer Sundial Food Court.
Witnesses reported seeing five
unknown men loading the
stolen items onto a dark-colored
pickup truck.
Dick Gullufsen, police information officer, encourages people to come forward.
"The University Dining
Services is being victimized and
anyone with information needs
to help put a stop to this activity," he said. "We are hoping the
money will persuade someone
who has information to bring it
to our attention."
The
second
incident
University Dining Services is
offering a reward for happened
on Oct. 8,2000 when Founders
Dining Hall was vandalized.
The vandals gained entry into
the dining area by climbing
down through the open ceiling
where they proceeded to knock
over tables and throw trash on
the floor. The vandals also
accessed the serving area causing substantial damage.
Gullufsen said these rewards
are part of a University community effort.
"We are hoping to solicit students and the rest of the
University community in helping us find the people responsible for these acts of theft and
vandalism," he said.
Gullufsen said the police
department is not sure if the

incidents are related or if they
involve students.
"Right now we are hoping this
money will aid as a tool in helping us find out who is responsible," he said.
Joseph said if students are
involved they are only hurting
themselves.
"These things cost money to
replace and students pay tuition
here so basically this affects all
students," she said. "I do not
know why anyone would do this
but if anyone has any information it is in their best interest to
come forward right away."
loseph said students need to
treat the dining halls for what
they are, "their home away from
home."
"The residence halls and dining services are a students home
for the year and they should
treat it as if it were their own
house," she said. "They would
not appreciate someone coming into their house and stealing
or destroying something."
Gullufsen said part of offering
a monetary reward is sending a
message.
"Dining services is sending a
message that they are serious
about these lands of activities,"
he said.
Anyone with any information
about these crimes should call
Campus Crime Connection at
372-6000 or the Bowling Green
City Police Crime Stoppers at
352-0077.

communication, it's our goal.
help us achieve it by letting us know what
you think.
www.bgnews.com

LA decides: monitor police abuses
By Greg Risling
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

LOS ANGELES — The City
Council agreed Thursday to have
an independent monitor supervise the beleaguered police
department for five years and to
adopt related reforms to eliminate brutality, racial profiling
and other abuses.
The agreement was reached
on Tuesday after weeks of negotiations among city and federal
officials and under the threat of a
federal civil rights suit by the
lustier Department.
A federal judge and Mayor
Richard Riordan still must
approve it. The mayor has said
he will, reluctantly.
"I
am
philosophically

opposed to this consent decree
because it undermines a core
belief of mine: That local government must be accountable to its
people, not to a distant bureaucracy," said Riordan.
He said, however, the move
probably is the best solution to
take the city beyond the worst
police corruption scandal in its
history.
More than 100 convictions
have been thrown out and 20
officers have left active duty as a
result of the scandal in which
anti-gang officers in the city's
poor, largely minority Rampart
section are said to have shot,
beat and planted evidence on
innocent people, then lied in
court to help convict them of

crimes. Four former Rampart
officers are on trial for allegedly
conspiring to frame innocent
people.
The Justice Department,
meanwhile, has accused the
LAPD of engaging in a pattern of
civil rights violations dating to
well before the Rampart scandal
and of ignoring previous reform
efforts.
"This consent decree provides
significant improvements in the
management tools for ensuring
respectful and effective policing," said Assistant Attorney
General Bill Lann Lee, who oversees the Justice Department Civil
Rights Division.
Lee would not detail the qual-

Answering to 'higher power'
COUNSELOR, FROM PAGE 1

Two more years went by
before they were able to conceive Amy. When Amy was just
four, she came down with the
chicken pox and a near-fatal
case of toxic shock syndrome at
the same time. Shuler got down
on her knees and prayed that it
was not Amy's time to leave yet.
It wasn't. With more prayer,
Shuler said, Amy slowly got better - and now she runs cross

country, too.
Shuler says that her prayer or
talking withGod.assheputsit.is
a lifestyle.
"I just live there," she said. "It's
comfortable. I don't want to
scare people - it's not this mystical thing. It's not something I
attained, a spiritual plane. God
just gave it."
She continued, saying that it's
okay not to know everything. We
don't have to have all the
answers. But, she said, people
need to use their religion ro help

people, not beat them over the
head with it.
She doesn't want to beat anyone over the head with her spiritual side. She just wants to help
her clients at the center take
baby steps - just like she did and
still does - to find out what they
need to do, and maybe even discover a bit of what God's got
planned.
Shulers taking baby steps —
to perhaps hear some in the
future.
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English language that don't Idid you kno0w
rhyme with any other mi!!'] B,0^u°ster

Meet the Candidates" - Before You Vote

www.woodtodemotrats.orq

ifications for the proposed mon- •
itor but said that person would
need the approval of a federal
judge.
Under the terms of the 114-'
page consent decree, the inde-1
pendent monitor will be hired by
next March, given access to
LAPD documents and personnel'
and charged with publishing a
quarterly report on the department's progress.
Officials have said the decree
could cost as much as $40 million the first year and $30 million
to $50 million the following
years. Riordan has asked the federal government for a one-time,
$30 million contribution.

Dance
Marathon holds
first meeting
MARATHON, FROM PAGE 1

accomplished.
"Absolutely, it brings everyone together and gets pepole
who have never been involved
to know what it's all about," he
said. "The video and line dance
all boosts the spirits a little."
Those in attendance were
looking forward to getting
Dance Marathon started.
"I'm actually looking forward
to Dance Marathon a lot,"
I i'ii nix said.
Sarah Nelson agreed saying,
"yeah (I'm excited), just
because everbody's enthusiastic about it and everyone is so
excited."
The night ended with a
roomfull of dancers. DGRs and
moralers chanting. "Do it for
the kids."

video's revenue
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FILLED FACT...
A CAT MAS 32
MUSCLES IN
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overdue fees.

Paid for by the Wood County Democratic Party-Allen R. Baldwin, Chair POB 707 Bowling Green, OH 43402-0707

SPECIAL DISPLAY PERSONALS
Show your friends, roommates & classmates how special they are!
Wish them Good Luck, Congratulations or surprise
someone on their Birthday!
a 1x3 = $15.00 n

Great job in St. Louis!

(Actual Size)

Congratulations

XTP
leaders-you
make the local
chapter proud!

2x2with= picture
$20.00
provided by you!
(Actual Size)

Great job at
i' Dance Marathon!
,' Now you can rest!
•
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Love,
the Gang at Apt 2B

Happy 20th BDay

ROB!
Loue,
Elizabeth

Come to 204 West Hall
to place your ad! Or
call 372-6977 for
more information.
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CROSSWORD

Where can you
find three hot
chicks?

ACROSS
Beseoch
Bill
Influences
Lemon's love
been had1
Pause m
conversation
17 Urattd
18 Sibyls
TO Stephen Foster
song. "Ob1 _"
22 Invites
23 Small crown
24 Put and forget?
28 Edge
29 Less cordial
30 Tango team
33 Stood up
31 Military trainee
36 bnden or Ftoacn
37 Poubng gnmace

A true

In the much anticipated
film "Charlies Angels,"
which hits theaters
today. Beanindependant woman, treat your
man to a date night.

60 Fertikzer Ish

The Truth Lady
Wine, nakedness, quality time
with Cutie-pie yesterday (classtalk quality time), my favorite
afghan, Bob Dylan and candlelight. What more could a girl want?
What more could 1 want at 3:15 on
a Thursday morning?
How about a man, some self
respect, some self worth, a little
less stress and a lot less junior high.
Yeah, that would be good. Because
whiie all the nakedness and Dylan
and stuff is great, it all seems tarnished after a day filled with idel
chit-chat about nothing in particular, well, ok, about a tew people in
particular.
God, we arc so junior high. Why
are we so junior high?
In the middle of my junior year
in college 1 am living the life. I am
having fun Yet in all of this, junior
high still haunts me. 1 remember
junior high, I pretty much hated
junior high.
Why are we such little boys and
girls? Why arc we so backstabbing
and immature?
• At tliis point in my life gossip is
foming from everywhere. I got
into a fight over gossip/talking bad
behind backs with one of my
favorilc people at Ziggy's Tuesday
night (I love ya Erik). What the hell,
why were we wasting our time on a
person he seems to not like?
If you don't like someone, they
shouldn't take up that much of
your spare time. If they do. your life
must be pretty sad. And if you do
like the person, take up some guts
and go talk to them yourself.

Be a man. Be a woman.
The same guy I fought with has
told me time and time again that
I'm brutally honest. And the point?
What's wrong with that? If we take
the brutally off the front of that, we
have left the key to getting along
Ah, the forever illusive honesty.
There is nothing wrong with being
honest. Honesty never hurt
because it's the truth. Sure it might
sting a bit in the beginning, but
that goes away once we realize that
it was honesty.
Honesty is a scary thing to most
people. Why? Because, honesty
stems from conversation, and
conversation is at the heart of
most
of
our
insecurities.
Friendships are made and forgotten with conversation. With all this
honesty that is conversation, we
are dealing with that ugly word
that is gossip. Gossip is perhaps
the real murderer of friendship.
I'm a talker. But with all that talking, my parents were always quick
to tell me that if I think it, I should
say it, and if I say it, I should say It
to who I'm thinidng it of. And if I
can't say it to that person's face?
Well, I shouldn't say it at all.
People are so unhonest these
days. We are much quicker to go
behind backs and say things
because we lack the guts to do it to
faces. In the end the gossiper Is
more hurt than anyone else is.
They are the ones more left out in
the cold. The ones with the least
amount of friends, and seemingly
the thought that they should gossip more.
I live by the philosophy that I
never talk about people behind
their backs. If you say something
about my friend, they'll find out
you said it. If I say something
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about my friend, they'll find out
about 11-016/11 find out about it
from me. I'll tell you to your face.
In this community of pre-20
something's and 20 something's it
seems that we are very far away
from junior high. Do we all
remember what we were like in
junior high? It probably wasn't
pretty, and we probably weren't
then who we are now. Do we have
any need in the world to go back
there?
Please, I beg of you, let us no
longer be junior high. Let us not be
gossipers. Are we not better than
that?
Besides, we need to remember
that there is a nine and place for all
that gossip we seem to not be able
to control.
We're all the same in some fundamental innate way, does in not
hurt when people are gossiping
about you?
Junior high was so long ago,
please, let us leave the lunch table
and locker room talk behind. Deep
in the past where it forever
belongs.
Right now two seperate facets of
my life are putting me in the middle of two people who can't get
along. Yet they don't talk to each
other. So every ounce of frustration is vented at me.
Oh, but I forgot, I'm still the one
talking s@#%.
People somehow have this idea
that mommy and daddy are the
problemsolvers of problemsolvers. We;', mommy and Daddy
aren't here. So, we have to grow-up.
We have to fill the shoes of college
students and deal with it all on our
own.
No offense I love my parents,
happy Family Weekend to all.
But come on. there is no need
for a mediator in your fighting
when the mediator gets blamed.
Let's grow-up, let's remember
where we are and who we are.
Mommy and daddy can't do
everything for us these days. And I
don't need to be in the middle of
petty arguments, especially if in
the end 1 am going to get blamed,
[•specially if in the end it could all
be solved by getting some balls
and talking face to face.
I am not the problem here, the
problem is this lack of communication. The problem is this fact
that people gossip.
Communication not gossip.
Honesty, honesty, honesty.
And if I'm in trouble for spreading that-get over it.
i lonesty isn't gossip.
Honesty is communication.
Gossip is junior high.
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40 A/irhropoiogy
locus
41 Plan! new seeds
42 Parts a won)
picture
43 Quant
44 Lot
45 Wash neighbor
46 Thin paper
4/ Painter's base
50 Can's brother
53 Four time U S
Opengoll
champion
55 Fourth batting
position
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Man, I love my friends
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PROBLEMS?

9 Charge
10 Tesi paper
11 Use swear
worOs. casuaiy
1? Oficuh* journey
13 TaJkbac*
19 Wnrjeynne
21 Come up
25 Tyocot
sieainooa:
26 Lasavous
gamier
27 Gallery display
30 Fiegy Written in
a Country
Churchyard' pod
31 Farm wagon

32 Eariy car TiaKer
DOWN
Push upward
33 Bullets lor shon
Utter boredom
34 Higrrway
Circumvents
38 Ear Grey ana
hyson
Identify
incorrectly
39 Part of DVD
5 Makeup marketer 41 Slugger sstat
6 Clay tash one's
42 Become cheerful
1
2
3
4

About to trade in your first-born
for the answer to 43 Across?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
web page located at
mvn.bgnews.com

46 Annual molts
.18
Arabia

52 Young adua
54
Scotia

49 Where tie VKJor
comes out
50 Jau style

56 luck's
partner?

51 Model
Macoherso'i

57 Soli craft

58 Classroom
lavonto

OHIO WEATHER
Friday, November 3

AccuWeather" forecast for daytime conditions, low/high temperatures

PEOPLE MAGAZINE HAS ONCE
AGAIN NAMED BRAD Pin AS
ITS SEXIEST MAN OF THE
YEAR. IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT
BEING MARRIED TO JENNIFER
ANISTON HAS MADE PITT
EVEN MORE SEXY. THE FACT
THAT HITCHED APPARENTLY
DRIVES WOMEN EVEN MORE
CRAZY. WELL I DONT KNOW
ABOUT YOU BUT...
£&&)

KY.

f Portsmouth [72 /45

]

C 2000 AccuWeather, Inc

WORD OF THE DAY
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QUIDNUNC
Pronounciation:
'kwid-"n&(ng]k
Function: noun
Etymology: Latin quidnunc
what now?
Date: 1709
1: a person who seeks to know
all the latest news or gossip
2: sometime this can be a
good quality, and sometimes
it can make you want to cut
off all human contact.
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THREE-DAY FORECAST
Saturday
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SAY WHAT?!?
"Some cause happiness wherever
theygo; others,
whenever they go."

Sunday

Partly

Monday

©

Scattered
Showers

Cloudy

Scattered
Showers

High: 50'
Low 29'

High:50'
Low: 34°

High: 54"
Low: 39"

DISCLAIMERS AND ALL THAT FUN STUFF:
Page 3 is an irreverent look at the current events and
issues surfacing out and about this great little world of
ours.
It is not in any way meant to be taken completely
serious or without a grain of salt.

Oscar Wilde
Writer and man who
speaks the truth, only
the truth

With that in mind, the crossword answers are on the
web page!
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CHURCH OFFICIALS DELAY NUN'S AWARD
BOSTON (AP) A nun who was fired from a Jesuit
center for helping perform baptism rites reserved for
priests won't receive the center's highest honor this
year. Sister Jeannette Normandin was to receive the
annual Imago Deo "in the image of God" award from
Boston's Jesuit Urban Center in Nov. 17 ceremony.
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U-WIRE EDITORIAL

Get out and vote on Tuesday
BOWLING GREEN. Ky.
On Nov. 7, don'l bother lo vole.
Get up. hang around, eat some
pizza, drink some beer and go to
sleep.
Then shut up for the next four
years.
Don't like the second part?
Then vote. But don't try doing
one without the other.
Western is even giving students the day off. just so you ran
find your polling place But many
of you won't, of course.
It's sad. really.
More than half of the world's
population doesn't get a day to

vote for anything meaningful. We
do — and our predecessors
fought hard for it — but most of
us can't be bothered to get out of
bed and pull a lever.
Of course, lots of people say
there's nothing meaningful to
vote for. All the candidates are
the same, aren't they? Except for
the 448 minor candidates who
don't have a chance anyway.
That's an old excuse for being
too lazy to find out candidates'
positions or being so ignorant of
current events that the parties'
positions arc unintelligible.
Nobody said making political

YOU DECIDE
Do you think about voting?
Let us know what you think
at bgnews@listproc.bgsu.
edu

decisions was supposed to be
easy. It's a tremendous responsibility to make choices on public
policy, and the minor irritation of
staying well-informed is a small
price to pay for that privilege.
The most common argument
against voting is that it doesn't

matter. What difference is one
vote going to make in a presidential race, after all? As much as
every other vote.
And it's not just about the
presidency; there are a dozen
other offices up for grabs, from
the U.$. Congress down to city
commission. In those smaller
races, every vote really does matter. Local races are sometimes
decided by one vote.
And don't say that politics
have no impact on college students' lives, either.
Who fills the national offices
will determine what kind of edu-

cation system we will have doubly important at a public university. On the local level, the
people elected to city commission will determine what kind of
town we live in.
But some still reject voting
because they don't like the government.
The government is full of evil
conspirators, the government is
out to get us, the government is
corrupt. All this begs the question: who is the government?
Who are these dark, sinister figures that pull the strings on our
lives?

Answer: you are -- if you vote.
No matter how much money
special interests dump into campaigns, no candidate will win if
enough people vote against
them. Anti-government conspiracy theories are nothing more
than acknowledgements of political apathy.
It's a long-standing truism that
in a republic, the government
has no more power than the people give it. That statement's
unspoken qualification is that
only people who vote get to wield
that power.

LETTERS TO HIE EDITOR PEOPLE Bitter ads make
Judges* actions
speak louder
than words
For months now we have all
seen the advertisements and
campaign slogans for the candidates running for Wood county
offices.
In light of an upcoming election such as this, we seem to forget what actions incumbents
have taken while in office.
I have been especially alarmed
at the campaign race between
incumbent Reeve Kelsey and Phil
Donibey for Wood County
Common Pleas Judge. lean
vividly remember that Judge
Kelsey ruled to release a Wood
County man who had brutally
murdered his own son with a
hammer and assaulted his wife
and daughter. The story made
the front page of both the
Sentinel-Tribune and The Toledo
Blade on June 8, 2000.
This man was released from a
mental institution after only six
years of hospitalization, while on
anti-depressant medication,
without supervision.
Doctors had said at the time
that they could not predict what
might happen if the man
stopped taking his medication.
Is this what the citizens of
Wood County want? Do we want
judges who will release criminals
back on the streets to possibly
commit the same crimes again? I
am tired of seeing elected officials
ignore the desires of the public.
We do not like to see criminals

walking our streets.
I, for one. hope the people of
Wood county will remember, as I
have, actions like this that Incumbents have taken while in office
and cast their votes to candidates
that are more interested in the
safety of the public.

KM EM
kelrocfepbgnet bgsu edu

Voters' choices
will represent
the state
Who's going to win the presidential election? National polls
show George W Bush slightly
ahead of Al Gore by about 5 percent. But it's not the national vote
that matters — the electoral
votes decide. That race is everr
tighter. So why should you vote?
When votes are cast in Ohio,
they're selecting an elector who
represents the state and casts a
vote for the president.
There are 538 electoral votes,
and a candidate needs a majority (270 votes) to win. Ohio has
21 electoral votes, and all of
them will go to the winner of
the state's popular vote. The
race is still tight in Ohio — some
show Bush ahead, but others
still call it a toss-up. If you're a
registered voter in Ohio, it's
important to vote — 21 electoral votes are enough to swing
the election any way. The
Reuters poll shows Bush with
an expected 217 electoral votes,
Gore with 215
We live in a democratic soci-

ety and should take advantage of
our right to choose how and by
whom we will be governed. Also,
there's the presidential mandate.
If a candidate is elected by a wide
margin, as Ronald Reagan was in
1984, the voters' presidential
mandate will be to carry out their
platform. In this election the
mandate will not be as strong. If
either candidate is elected by a
narrow margin, some people like
the platform and others don't: the
new president will have to be
careful in making his policy
choices. Also, the president isn't
the only one on the ballot. You
can vote on control of the Senate,
House, state and local issues and
candidates as well
Do yourself and your country a
favor and vote Nov. 7. The election is especially important in
Ohio: regardless of what you
expect the outcome to be, your
vote matters.

ON THE STREET
How is your first
semester going?

AT ISSUE What does mudslinging really accomplish?

RACHEL OH
FRESHMAN
UNDECIDED

"Great! 1 love college
life!"

Kevin King
kking@bgnet bgsu edu

SUBMISSION POLICY
The BG News gladly prints Letters
to the Editor and Guest Columns.
Letters should be less than 300
words and Guest Columns can be
500 to 700 words. Name, phone
number and address should be
included for verification. All submissions may be edited fa length.
Personal attacks will not be printed. Send submissions to 210 West
Hall or arnettj@bgnet.bgsu.edu
with subject line "letter to the editor" or "guest column.''

FAYE SCHULER
FRESHMAN
UNDECIDED

"Great! I have met a
lot of awesome people!"
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KRISTY BIODGETT
FRESHMAN
NURSING

"Awesome! College life
is so much fun!"

M
JUSTIN PAGNARO
FRESHMAN
MARKETING

"College would be
even better without
the classes."

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green.
Ohio 43403
Phone:
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Website: www.bgnews.com
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campaigning a
mockery

When Lyndon Johnson was
running against Barry Goldwatcr
he ran an attack add called
"Daisy Girl." It was considered
the most negative political ad
ever run and was only aired once.
The ad suggested that Goldwater
would lead the nation to nuclear
war.
Funny thing. Bush is running
an add which uses the same
imagery and similar fears to tear
after Gore. It accuses Gore of selling out to "Red Chinese." So
much for the end of the red
scares, I guess.
The Goldwater and Johnson
campaigns were ruthless, dirty
and disturbing. Basically the ads
were so nasty because the choice
between Johnson and Goldwater
is like the choice between arsenic
and strychnine.
Anyone care to guess why
these adds have been so inflammatory? Is it because the two
main candidates are so over
qualified that we need these
attack ads?
What negative campaigning
does is simple, — it does not get
votes for the maker, it takes ads
from the other If you hate one
passionately you are more likely
to vote for the one you only
detest. It is the art of creating a
lesser of two evils.
The issues rarely, if ever, are
mentioned in attack adds. That
keeps voters from wasting
thought and effort on deciding
who is really qualified. Who is
best suited to lead is something
that if more people thought
about Dr. Jack Kevorkian might
get a sudden upswing in business.
Both presidential candidates
are running ruthless and defamatory scare adds this year. My TV is
no longer a source of entertainment, it has become, instead, this
hate-oozing, venom-dripping
box I fear to turn on lest 1 hear
one more word about the evils of
the candidates.
This election is being run with
less decorum and civility than if it
had been left in the capable jaws
of a starving pitbull. The mudslinging is not limited to the
national scene. We fortunate
Ohioans bear witness to a set of

DAVID

ST0RIE
Opinion columnist

potentially libelous ads taken out
by an anonymous group set to
destroy Alice Resnick. If you
somehow missed these ads. do
not watch them on a full stomach. They accuse Resnick of
everything short of treason, and I
might have missed the one
where they da
At least the Resnick ads made
my choice easier. Even if did not
vote to the left most of the time,
these could have made me. At
least when I learned some of the
details of the ads.
If the issues were pan of the
ads. or facts were at the center,
then 1 could tolerate the campaigns. Unfortunately what I
have seen has less to do with who
is the better choice and everything to do with destroying the
image of another human being.
It is shameful and disturbing to
see what democracy has become.
It is reduced to the level of a high
school student body election
where it is not ability but popularity that decides the winner.
That is fine on student council,
but not for one of the most powerful nations in history.
In most elections there's a
point when pundits talk of the
gloves coming off. This year the
knives have come out.
The candidates have the right
to conduct the election as they
see fit. However, I have the right
to vo|e how I see fit. The mudslinging did work on me. because
Tuesday I am not going to give
my vote to either of those assholes. A third party sounds
much less wasteful every time I
listen to these two morons tear
each other apart.
Of course I could always find a
nice little shack in the woods,
somewhere to wait until this Is all
better. I am about one more
election like this away from being
a hermit.

David Storie can be reached at
child__de_noir@hotmaU.com.
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Nevada has highest smoking rates
ATLANTA (AP) — Nevada, home to Sin City and its 24hour, smoke-friendly bars and casinos, has knocked
Kentucky out of the top spot on the government's list
of states with the highest smoking rates. Nearly a third
of Nevada residents smoke, the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention reported Thursday.

NATION

Booming economy
forces teachers to strike
By Michael Rubinkam
ASSOCIimO PRESS WRITER

PHILADELPHIA — Secondyear teacher Bruce Haskin calls
morale at his middle school "really, really low." Teachers buy their
own supplies, students fight regularly and there aren't enough textbooks to go around.
"They talk about accountability, but you have to wear all these
hats: teacher, social worker, parent, brother," said Haskin, 50, a
former paralegal who spent
$36,000 to get his master's degree
in education.
Haskin and thousands of other
teachers in the Philadelphia
school system went on strike over
the weekend before their union
reached a tentative contract
agreement early Monday. School
systems in New York Los Angeles,
Boston and Buffalo, N.Y., have
also faced labor unrest this year.

The common denominator in
all of the strife is that school
boards, under intense political
pressure to improve poorly performing schools, are seeking
sweeping changes such as longer
work days, merit pay and reduced
emphasis on seniority.
In some big cities, New York
and Philadelphia among them,
business executives have been
brought in to lead the school systems and are trying to achieve
corporate-style efficiency.
Teachers, meanwhile, feel
increasingly put-upon, and complain that they arc being blamed
for students' failure to learn.
"That's wearing thin with
teachers, and there's a certain
amount of rebellion," said
Edward Doherty, president of the
6,000-member Boston teachers
union, which nearly went on
strike before agreeing to a con-

tract in early October.
With the economy booming all
around them, teachers are
demanding bigger raises, noting
their salaries typically lag behind
those of other professions. A survey by the American Federation of
Teachers found teachers nationwide made an average of $40,574
in 1998-99.
"Times are good and they want
some of it," said Terry Moc, a
Stanford University expert on
teachers unions. "The basic problem is they run up against hard
budget constraints and this is a
matter of real frustration for
them."
Many urban school systems
claim to be strapped for cash,
even though most states are flush
Associated Press Photo
with money. Philadelphia's school
URBAN
TEACHERS:
The
curtent
booming
economy
has
forced
some
teachers
to
strike
around
the counsystem, for example, faces an $80
try.
million deficit.

Bowling Green
Covenant Church
Welcomes all college students to join our
contemporary worship service and Bible
centered teaching in a casual atmosphere.

10 am Worship Service

SNUW\

Dr. Gary Blair. Sr. Pastor
Chris Sluffkben. Campus Pastor

St. Thomas More

Joel Larson.
Youth Pastor

University Church
5:00p.m. Saturday; 10:00a.m. Sunday
• '
School Year Times:
11:30a.m., 7:00p.m. Sunday

St. Mark's Lutheran Church

Welcomes BGSU Students
We invite you into the family of God

Sunday Worship at: 8 JO and 11:00 a.m.
"Contemporary Worship with Communion'' eac
Saturday evening at 5:00 p.m.
Worship Services on Sunday
Saturday Worship (Communion)
Sunday School lor all ages
315 S. College Dnve
419-353-9305

8:30 and 11:00 a.*
5:00 p.r
945 a.r
3 Blocks South ol Campus
e-mail: stmarkbg@wcnet.org

CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
Multiple Morning Worship Service
University Power Hour: 12:30
6pm Service
Sunday School for All Ages
Senior Pastor Scoit Estep
Minister of Youth & Worship: Enc Stetler
Associate Pastor. Roger Blough
Childrens Minister Tina Mitchell
Director of University Mimsines: Boh Scholl
e-mail: captainscholHp'msn.com
www hgna/arenc org
Fax 4l9.354.0.tM)
1291 Conneaul Ave.
419.352.2289

DAYSPRING ASSEMBLY OF GOD

-%

1165 Haskins Road • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419) 352-8483
www.wcnel org/-bgcc

f

17360 N Dixie Hwy • 352-0672 • wwwdayspringassemblyor;
)ust North of the Woodland Mall
Free Transportation Available-Call Pastor Fete » 352-0672

'
Sunday Services:
Morning Worship 10 30
Evening Services ■ 6 30 p
Children's Church 10 30
Sunday School ■ 9 30

Saturday Worship 7O0pm
Sunday Morning 1050am ^_^_.
• School of the Bible 930am
Tueiday 7:30pm
Dayspring Campus Fellowship
•Prout Chapel BGSU

GttCE

GRACE BRETHREN CHURCH
121 S. ENTERPRISE ST. (WALKING DISTANCE FROM BGS
SUNDAY WORSHIP-9:30 BIBLE FELLOWSHIP-11:00
STUDENTS AND INTERNATIONAL WELCOME!

William

Christian Center
Tuesday Services:
Aduli Bible Study 7.00 p r
Crossroads Youth Ministry
Rainbows (ages 3-5)

am
m
am

MJRSERY PROVIDED FOR All SERVICES
123 E. Court Street

^

373-1913
E-mail. wotcc@Juno.com
Pastor Jerry Hunt

loving, I ol lowing,
Serving c> Sharing
IPSUS

Bowling Green Alliance Church
Just a few blocks
off campus
at 1161 Napoleon

PH. 352.3623

Suno^yWorsriip
@ 10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer
@ 6:45 p.m.

Falcon Volleyball

(BIU)

2QDO BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

FOR
COMMISSIONER

Vote for Bill Davies
for Wood County
Commissioner
Paid for by Davies for Commissioner
Lor! Davies Treasurer
11750 Reynolds Rd„ Portage, OH 43451

U WOMEN'S
VDLLEYBALL
VS.
TDLEDD
FRIDAY,
NDV. 3, 7PM
STUDENTS FREE
WITH VALID I.D.
CALL 1-877-BGSU-TICKET
WWW.BGBUFALCDN5.CDM

U2: Lisa Bettinger
says the new U2
release should not
be "left behind."
Also, new releases
by PJ Harvey and
Creed soundalikes
Lifehouse are
reviewed.
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Sweet Lord, I
Love the
Ladies
ROBERT
SZORADY, ESQ.

NOWWriter/Dreamy
I don't really think I noticed
this semester until a few days
ago. Spending my first eight
weeks surviving on nothing but
cough syrup and that witches'
brew known as Tequiza, coming
back from Fall Break was a welcome refreshment it was as if 1
returned from the summer.
Returning to the refreshingly
unstable town of Bowling Green,
Ohio, for what is my fourth
semester (somehow, I believe 1
technically remain a sophomore), I am astonished by many
things around me. Questions like
"Where's that big guy who pedals
water bottles around on his
bike?" and "Why does my roommate now listen to Foghat and
own a chinchilla"? come to mind.
This, I think, is normal.
For those not residing in town
over break, the return back can
be rather jolting. The ratio of
actual meals vs. ramen noodles
eaten can either skyrocket or
plummet. Having to learn to use
our legs again can be rough. But
I believe I am speaking of another trend, one that I know 45% of
the campus population has
noticed along with me. Well,
accounting for men who prefer
sexual intercourse with other
men, let me say at least 35%.
I am speaking of the shocking
increase of drop-dead beautiful
women on campus. When exactly did this happen?
Hoping that no-one finds this
offensive, I offer completely
unscientific evidence that many
other men of my make-up have
noticed this too. I don't want to
sound like a misogynist, but lesus
friggin' Cripes! 1 haven't seen
this much head-turning going on
in a public place since Cedar
Point's ill-fated 19% publicity
stunt No Pants Day.
1 now officially have crushes on
that one girl 1 see all the time at
the G.T., that one girl in
Astronomy, that one girl who
works in Instructional Media
Services in Olscamp Hall, that girl
at the library, that one girl down
the hall, that one red-headed girl,
that girl at the BG News, the girl
who works at the Dairy Mart, and
about a thousand other females
who walk on campus between
classes, seemingly in the dark
about how gorgeous they all are.
But, to be a bad writer and try
to make a completely new point
here, the worst thing about coming back after a longer break is
the possibility that an unspoken
crush of yours could have moved
or graduated. A beautiful
brunette woman I ran into (once
literally) and whose name I do
not know despite the fact that
I've seen her around for three
years is now nowhere to be
found. Think I'm pathetic?
Welcome to the male gender.
She cannot be found in my constant combing of campus, even
on the creepy top floors of the
Psychology building. Odamn'd
fate! O cursed mechanics of
scheduling and registration!
I find myself visually ogling
women for an alarming amount
of time. Over the summer some
of us arc herded to internships in
offices where the workers have
reached that most puzzling of
adult revelations: at your job,
nobody cares what you look like
The rest of us go back home and
hang out with the same members of the opposite sex that we
have known since we were three.
The compulsion to look good
around those we went to high
school with notwithstanding, life
at home quickly degenerates into
smocks and jeans on work days,
and pajamas on off days.
Nobody takes a person in an El
Taco Loco vest seriously.
So, women, next time you see a
person swearing and shaking
from the nervousness of being
around 10,000 ladies, please
empathize and pity him He's
what we call a "man."

THE NEW 128-BIT GAMING CONSOLE.
PLAYSTATION 2, WAS RELEASED TO
ANTICIPATORY GAMERS TUESDAY
Sony's new gaming system, the
Playstation 2, was released Oct 26, but for
many people, getting one wasnt exactly
easy.
Sony originally planned to ship out 1
million units for the launch date but, citing hardware shortages, cut the shipment
in half, leaving only 500,00 available.
While this is still the largest system
launch of all time, most of the systems
sold out by noon nationwide.
Because of the shortages, systems were
expected to be hard to find on the release
date. Many of them were also already
called for, as many retailers have been
offering them via money down reservations for months. Because of the shortage, many die-hard gaming fans resorted
to camping outside retail stores, hoping
they would get a system.
"A line started at 8 p.m. and by the
morning over 100 people were camping
out," said Dirk Siggler a sales representative at Best Buy in Toledo. Siggler said
they received over 100 units, but they
were all gone by 10:15a.m., 15 minutes
after they opened. According to Siggler,
Best Buy will be getting more Playstation
2s soon, but they will be available on a
first come, first serve basis. He expects
that each of them will be bought the second they come in.
Other stores have been reserving the
system for months and many of their
incoming systems will be devoted to
these reserves and will not be available
for the general public, losh DiNardo,
Keyholder at Babbage's in Franklin Park
Mall in Ohio said they began taking
reserves for the system as early as
December of last year. He said that while
they still have over 100 systems on
reserve, they expect to have all of them
filled by the end of the month.
For people who want the systems now,
he suggests going to other stores, "1 usually send them to Sears, because they're
offering them on a first-come first-serve
basis." Other stores that retailers suggest
going to in order to avoid a reserve list is

UPCOMING GAMES
FOR PLAYSTATION 2

Circut City, Target and Meijer.
Like other stores, DiNardo said that
they have no shortages of games for sale.
There is, however, a shortage of some
accessories for the system, including
memory cards.
Some consumers who won't wait for
retail outlets to get more systems have
turned to the internet. Auction sites, such
as eBay have people selling the system for
over $1,000. Online sales are expected to
increase come the holidays, as the system
is expected to be very hard to find come
the holiday shopping season. Bundle
packs with games and an extra controller
have been selling for over $1,200.
One person that was able to get his
hands on a Playstation 2 was Ion
Schmidt, ajunior computer art major. He
and a friend got in line at WaJ-mart
11p.m. Wednesday. "We got spots 23 and

24 in the line and they only had 24, so I
got the last one," he said. Even though he
was in line over night, he doesn't regret it,
"It was incredibly worth it. The graphics
are incredible and the games are great"
The Playstation 2s graphic capability is
more than twice as powerful as the first
Playstation, which is the best-selling
video game system of all time. The new
system runs on a 128-bit "emotion"
engine that is able to produce lifelike
graphics.
The system also is the first home gaming console that can play DVD videos as
well as video games. Something that
Schmidt said is great, "I'm definitely
going to buy some DVDs now."
Sony plans to have many more unites
available for the holiday season, with
plans to ship 100,000 units a week. By the
end of the year, they expect to have over
1.3 million units shipped. Also included
for the future of the system are attachable
hard-drives and tools for internet access,
allowing for online play.

NOVEMBER 2000
Disney's Donald Duck
Coin' Quackers
Fl Racing Championship
F1FA2001MLS
Gradius III and IV
Nascat 2001
NFL GameDay 2001
Rayman 2: Revolution
Real Pool
Silpheed: The Lost Planet
Sky Odyssey
Super Bust-a-Move
Theme Park Rollercoaster
Top Gear DareOevil
World Destruction
League- Thundertanks
DECEMBER 2000
Army Men Air Attack 2
Army Men Sarge's
Heroes 2
Carrier Morphed
Fl Championship
Season 2000
MDK2: Armageddon
NBA Live 2001
Oni
Star Wars: Starfighter
Warriors ot Might and
Magic

STORY BY JAMES ELDRED « PHOTOS BY MICHAEL LEHMKUHLE
BG NEWS STAFF

Local photo show focuses on modern conflicts
ByJeffMcGirmis
• OW WRITER

A Meijer parking lot's exit
lanes. A bar destroyed by fire.
Country homes and roads.
These things are not typically
thought of as the subject of an
art exhibit. But they, among others, are the subjects of pictures
shown as part of Matthew
Gambcr's "One Acre of String" a
photography exhibition now
showing at the Java Supreme
Coffee House and Gallery on
East Court Street
The exhibition began on Oct
27 and will continue until Dec
10.
Camber's photographs are
black and .white pictures of local
landscapes, highlighting the

contrast between the natural
world and the man-made one.
According to a news release,
"Each print testifies undeniably
to the extent to which modem
man and the built environment
have become out-of-synch with
the natural environment"
None of these modem images
were captured with modem
equipment, however. They were
all taken with an antique view
camera on a wooden tripod.
"There is nothing electronic or
automatic to the camera, no
flash and no winder," said
Camber, a BGSU senior and BFA
candidate. "Created invariably
by direct contact to the paper,
these prints allow maximum
retention of line clarity and aseamless scale of greys."

Carol McCune, head of Visual
Art In Public Places, the organization which is sponsoring the
exhibit, said that this form of
photography allows Gamber a
unique vision.
"Matthew uses last century's
technology to document the
dawn of a new millennium,"
McCune said.
McCune said her program is
proud to provide Gamber with
support
"He's a great artist," McCune ONE ACRE OF STRING: One of Matthew Camber's photos ocursaid. "Before the program, rently on display at Java Supreme Coffee House.
Matthew didn't even have the
money to have his film packed house, as well as numer- local artists in the future.
ous positive comments in the
processed."
"I am very gratified to be able
Thus far, McCune said that exhibit's guestbook.
to give young artists like
public response to the exhibit
McCune said that Visual Art In
has been excellent, with opening Public Places hopes to sponsor Matthew a push, to let their work
night of the exhibit drawing a and showcase more exhibits of be seen," McCune said.
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New U2 release M That; PJ Harvey s latest tells 'Stories
from the City, and from the Sea Lifehouse is Creed-lite, evil
U2

Lifehouse

PJ Harvey

ALL THAT YOU CANT LEAVE
BEHIND
A

NO NAME FACE

STORIES FROM THE CITY,
STORIES FROM THE SEA
B+
Island

D+
Dreamwwks

Intascope

Entertainment Weekly gave
this CD an "A." Rolling Stone
went so far as to call this CD U2's
third masterpiece. Believe all the
hype, the CD is that good.
About the only thing U2 left
behind was all the electronica
flirtation from albums like Pop
and Zooropa. The band is back to
stripped down rock songs and
plain old fashioned good songwriting. About the only electronics to be found are from Larry
Mullen and The Edge's amps,
along with a little synthesizer.
Bono and company can still
crank out quality material, something sadly missing in this era of
bubblegum pop.
One of the most breathtaking
efforts is "Peace on Earth." It all
comes together here. The lyrics
are very emotional and follow in
the tradition of songs like
"Sunday Bloody Sunday" and
"New Years Day." It may not have
as much sonic boom as its predecessors, but it's fantastic anyway.
By now most people have
heard'Beautiful Day" either by
the videos heavy play on MTV
and VH1, or through radio. It is a
fitting choice for a first single. The
band does seem to reach back
into their Achtung Baby era
sound, but it's still new and fresh.
For a high voltage rocker, look
no further than "Elevation." The
Edge gets to show off his incredible guitar work, and Bono gets to
do some way cool vocals. "New
York" also delivers the goods for
loud.
If you need to simmer down,

■

then there is plenty here for you
too. "Stuck in a Moment You
Cant Get Out Of' has the feel of
being just one big fun jam session. It also seems to have the
slightest feeling of an old Rolling
Stones tunes. Mick could have
easily have sung this, but it would
not have been as good as it is
here.
Bono is still one of the coolest
rockers out there. Even with all
the stylistic changes the band has
gone through over the years, his
delivery is always consistent. Not
only does he shine on "Beautiful
Day" and "Peace on Earth," but
"When I Look at the World" is as
equally strong.
Brian Eno was one of the producers on this album. Not only
does he do a great job, but he
contributes some of his musical
talent too. On "Grace." Eno contributes some synthesizer work
that adds a dreamy feeling to the
track.
All of those fans who were disappointed with Pop should be
more than happy with this new
effort. As if making "best of" lists
for the end of year is not hard
enough, U2 just made it a hell of
a lot harder for me, but this is
right up there as one of the best
albums of the year.
■Lisa Bellinger

On a Canadian two dollar
bill, the Hag flying over
the Parliament Building is
an American Flag.

Man oh man, if there is one
thing I need more of is bands
that sound like Creed. Those
derivative power chords. Those
faux inspirational lyrics. Those
growling "If I sing a wee bit deeper I'll sound just like Eddie
Vedder" vocals. Sweet sassy
molassy, those are the things that
dreams are made of.
So thank God for Lifehouse.
Because I can't get enough of this
wonderful Duff.
Actually 1 can and I have, and
frankly, Ufehouse's debut No
Name Face is Creed-lite-soupedup arena rock in search of an
arena
From the lyrically impaired
opening track "Hanging By A
Moment," in which frontman
lason Wade is "starving for truth,"
to the lumpy, self-pitying "Sick
Cycle Carousel" where he gets
mopey and claims that his face
just isn't pretty enough,

When listening to PJ Harvey's
music I invariably think of water.
lifehouse is assembling music
about as shocking and original
as stumbling upon Dom DeLuise
ataShoneysBuffet.
Their press materials boast
that Lifehouse has toured with
Pearl lam, and it is apparent that
they havent learned much from
their idols. Where Pearl lam
tends to be invigorating and
musically adept, Lifehouse is
sloppy and stodgy, like an ink
smeared copy of a copy of a copy
of a copy.
If you are anything like me,
and you should be, Ato Name
Face is the kind of record you put
on only to find midway through
you've been distracted by Ken
Wahl in The Taking of Beverly
Hills and reruns of Jag on the
USA network.
■Erik Pepple

By Erin Carver
HOW WSIHR

' In October of 1994. three student filmmakers disappeared in
the woods near Burkittsville,
Maryland while shooting a documentary. Six years later their
footage was used to sell a movie
about five actors playing chracters who can't remeber what happened while they were all passed
out from a big drunken orgy.'
In short, that's pretty much
what "Book of Shadows Blair
Witch II" is about. This movie
was disappointing to say the
least. I count myself among
those who think that "The Blair
Witch Project" was one of the
most innovative and believable
horror films of all time. But

"Book of Shadows" is a standard,
run-of-the-mill horror flick. It
retained none of the original's
amateur home movie feeling,
and absolutely nothing is left to
imagination. By the end there are
no questions to be answered,
thus eliminating any sense of
mystery. The Blair Witch, I guess,
makes the characters kill people,
and then makes them hallucinate and imagine that other
things happened. That's it]
Also, the charcters leave a lot to
be desired. They are all pretty
two-dimensional with petty conflicts among them. For example,
there's Erica. She is supposed to
be a member of the Wiccan religion, and throughout the movie
she's complaining to the tour

Back, Neck & Limb Pain
Headaches & General Medicine
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available
The Arrangement
181 S. Main.St.
' . Jf
Until Furth* Notice.
SPECIAL!
HIGHLIGHTS

SSO.00

However. You Can Reach Us At
352-2611 to Schedule an Appointment

We're Back
Online...

Check oul our website al www.wcnel.org/-gbrenlal

For those unfamiliar with P)
Harvey try Is This Desire?.
If you are already a fan, however, this album won't disappoint.
■GeoffWalbroehl

guide, Jeff, who also makes a
killing selling Blair Witch products on Ebay, that the Wiccan
religion doesn't need the kind of
negative stereotypes perpetuated
by the Erst film. Hey, I'm no
expert, but I don't think the
Wiccan religion needs a slutty,
easily inebriated spokesmodel
either.
Don't get the wrong idea. This
movie contains some interesting
ideas, and the look of the film
isn't all that bad. And yes, it's
even a little freaky. At least it's not
as bad as "gasp" "Scream" or
'choke* "I Know What You Did
Last Summer." It's on par with
some of the better horror flicks
that have been released recently,
such as "House on Haunted Hill."

The movie would have benefitted had the filmmakers started
fresh, with a new story, and not
tried to connect it with "The Blair
Witch Project." Apart from being
in the same woods, it has little
else to do with the first movie. It
doesn't even have anything to do
with books or shadows, so the
title makes no sense at all. I think
a simple "from the creators of
The Blair Witch Project" would
have sufficed. My advice; don't
pay to see this movie in theatres.
It's just not worth it This is such
a sub-average, not-so-scary horror picture that would fit right at
home as an NBC movie of the
week.

Wood
County
Commissioner

"fllvie"

Poms
X Effective - With 26'/; yrs. of government
experience, 15/J as Wood County
Commissioner, Alvie knows how to make
government work.
X Financially Responsible-underAivies
leadership Wood County has earned one of the
eight best bond ratings in the State of Ohio, a
sure sign of good financial management.
X Available — Alvie maintains an open door
policy and is always available as a
full-time commissioner.

if LI« FOR FALL 2001

Come Sign Up Today! Units Going Fast!

Stories from the City, Stories
from the Sea treats the listener to
a much more refined Harvey.
Influences of other prominent
female singers are present, espe-

Other good tracks include
"Horses," coincidentally the title
of a Parti Smith record and the
exceptionally catchy "A Place
Called Home." Radiohead frontman Thorn Yorke duets with her
on "The Mess We're In"

354-6166

Hours:
224 E
Mon-Fri
Wooster
9am-5pm
Bowling Green,
Saturday
OH 43402
9am-lpm
GREENBRIAR, INC.

Columbia Court Apartments
Heinz Apartments Ltd.
506 & 514 N. Enterprise Apartments
East Merry Ave. Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Mercer Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Bentwood Subdivision
.... and many more apartments
and houses

Harvey's prior release, 1998's Is
This Desire? earned her critical
and commercial success. In addition in the mid-90's she scored a
radio hit with the whispery
"Down By the Water" from To
Bring You my Love, which was
made into a video for MTV

cially on the Parti Smithesque
"The Whores Hustle and the
Hustlers Whore" and "You Said
Something" (The Erst time I
heard it I thought, "This is Melissa
Etheridge singing.').

Run far far away from 'Blair Witch 2'

Jay Smith M.D.
Due to Circumstances Beyond Our Control We
Will Be Styling At

The woman's voice flows and
ebbs with both the stillness of a
rain puddle and the fierceness of
a storm. On Stories from the City,
Stories from the Sea, her sixth
album, we are treated to a torrent
of good songs.

X Dedicated -Alvie is dedicated to bridge
repair/replacement, improved services to
seniors, good drinking water, economic
development, retention of stormwater, on-going
regional cooperation - all to enhance the quality
of life for Wood County citizens.

BGNews.com

Re-elect
Commissioner

Powered by:

Perkins.

campusg

Perkins for Commissioner, Andy Newlove. Treasurer
304 Soulh Church St, Bowling Green. OH 4340?
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NFL: THE LIONS GO FOR A 6-3 RECORD AS THEY HOST THE DOLPINS SUN.
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Women's soccer

November 3,
2000

11/03
At Western Michigan/TBA

Swimming
B0MINC GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

11/3
At Eastern Michigan/6 p.m.

Volleyball

WILD JOURNEY

11/3
Host Toledo / 7 p.m.

11/4
At Marshall/ 7 p.m.

Hockey
11/3.11/4

leers head to
Northern Michigan
for a two game set
with the Wildcats.

At Northern Michigan / 7 p.m.

Football
11/4
Host Marshall / I p.m.

By Dan Nied
ASSISI AN I SP0R1S IDII0R

Women's tennis

Tonight the Falcon hockey
team gets their leader back.
They'll need defenseman
Doug Schueller in the lineup to
thwart the rolling offense of
Northern Michigan tonight and
tomorrow as the Falcons travel
to Marquetle, Mich, for a two
game set.
The Wildcats' top line of Fred
Mattersdorfer. Chad Theur and
Bryce Cockburn is making
defenses cringe. The trio combined for 14 of NMU's 21 points
in its 8-3 win over Minnesota
Duluth last Saturday. Theur had
six points, Mattersdorfer five and
Cockburn notched a hat trick in
the thrashing.
That offensive firepower is a
big reason the Wildcats are 4-0 1
in their last five games and are
fifth in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association with a 2-1 -1
record.
Terry Harrison and Chris
Gobert are also generating

11/4-11/5
At ITA Regional / 9 am

Men's basketball
11/4
Host Exhibit game / 7 p.m.

ERIK
CASSANO
Staff Writer
"Papa Cass"

athletes
face end of
road with
class
Onto the field for the last lime,
every athlete crosses this watershed at some point. This point
where the bleary-eyed early practices, the heavy-eyed late practices, the games, the fans, the mid night bus (rips, the flights to tournaments on the other side of the
country, sometimes on the other
side of the globe, all of it
just...ends.
For most athletes on this campus, save the occasional Rob
Blake or Orel Hershiser, the last
time they pull off the Falcon uniform will be the last time they are
at their athletic pinnacle. It is a bittersweet moment. An unrecoverable part of themselves is lost, but
the rest of their lives are gained.
They are forced, sooner hopefully,
rather than later to tap into themselves and find out what, besides
their sport, makes them tick.
The vast majority do. BG doesn't
get the Andy Katzenmoyer's of the
world during recruiting season,
which doesn't help the revet ue
stream or profile of the school, but
it docs do something else: it gives
the school people who will be
contributing to society long after
their knees wont let them run for
hours on end anymore. After the
Katzenmoyers and their basketweaving classes have passed
BC over, left are the National
Honor Society students, the 3.5
GPAs, the students who don't have
tunnelvision about their sports.
These are the ones who study as
hard as they practice, these are the
ones who realize that the day will
come when they will have to trade
in their sports uniforms for other
uniforms, more important ones.
Civil servants, doctors, business
people. It is for these people that
interscholastic sports were meant.
College teams are not simply feeder programs for professional
teams. The lessons they teach, the
work ethic, the communication,
the steel-willed discipline and giving every task your all. are far better applied in the arena of life than
they ever were in the arena of
sport.
Perhaps the saddest sight in all
of sports is a professional athlete,
a millionaire who has championship rings and MVP trophies by
the closetlul, now 40 with deteriorating skills and every surgeryscarred joint in pain, trying to
hang on as a bench player with
any team that will take them
because playing that sport is all
they know.
Last Sunday, the BC women's
soccer team bade seven seniors
farewell, their first graduating
class. Each was presented on field
prior to the game, given a boquet
of flowers and had a few nice
words said about them. In terms

offense as they have nine and
seven points, respectively on the
year.
"We've got to control some
guys up there Those guys are flying right now." said Falcon head
coach Buddy Powers. "They've
been rippin' up pretty much on
everybody. They've got guys that
are stepping up and doing
tilings. That's the only solution
The Falcons are looking for a
solution to their poor offensive
production. Take away Greg
Day's hat trick against Michigan
and the Falcons have scored a
mere six goals on the season.
By contrast. Harrison and
Gobert are leading NMU with
five each.
One possible reason for the
slow start is the amount of freshman in the Falcon lineup.
D'Arcy McConvey has been
arguably the Falcon's most consistent center, while Sean Kotary.
Mark Wires and Roger Leonard
have been regulars In the lineup
"It's kind of to be expected."
Kotary said. "There are a lot of
young guys on the team and it's
just a matter of guys getting used
to the play. It's still early in the
season and it takes a few games
to get going.
Day says BG's scoring will

I

Bowling Green at
Northern Michigan
Friday/Saturday 7:05:
Radio: Saturday 88.1 WBGU
with Steve Mears and Dave
Crane.
Ziggy Zoomba's pregame
show 6:30

M*cl*n*i«eBGN«A

FIGHT IT OUT: Ryan Full/ fights with an Alaska-Fairbanks player
for (he puck In last Saturday's 1-1 tie

Indians know what Manny wants
By TOM WITHERS
AP SPOHS WR11C R

Associated Press Photo

BIG CUT: The Indians are looking to keep the image of Manny Ramirez taking a monsterous swing a
reality in 2001. Ramirez and his agent faxed the Indians a contract.lf Ramirez doesn't sign with the
Indians, he is believed to be sought after by trie World-Champion Yankees

The Cleveland Indians finally
know how much it will tost to
keep Manny Ramirez.
Ramirez's agent. Jeff Moorad.
faxed the club a contract proposal on Thursday and said he
expects to hear back from the
Indians by Monday
I think it's safe to say that they
are digesting our ideas," Moorad
said "Manny and I felt that we
needed to put our ideas on
paper as we continue the free
agency pn KISS
In July, Moorad rejected a S75
million, five-year offer from the
Indians to re-sign Ramirez, who
as a free agent is expected to
command a deal averaging $15
million to S20 million annually
Moorad. who has said he
would ask the Indians for a
"career contract' for Ramirez,
would not comment on any
specifics of the proposal he sent
to the club.
"We're working through a
challenging process." Moorad
said "But the good news is their
appears to be two sides that
want to make a deal. At this

point, the ball is in the Indians'
court."
Indians general manager John
Han was not immediately available for comment
Last week, Indians owner
Larry Dolan said the club need
ed to know by mid November if
Ramirez was interested in staying in Cleveland so (he Indians
could pursue other free agents if
he was going to leave.
Moorad said the Indians never
issued a deadline and thai the
club has been open in the negotiating process.
Dolan also said Ramirez was
the team's No. 1 offseason priority and that the All-Star right
fielder would not be embarrassed by the Indians' offer
"We're going to go where we
haven't been before," Dolan said.
"It's scary territory."
Moorad. who met with Dolan
and Hail last week in Cleveland,
has said all along that Ramirez's
first choice is to stay with the
Indians, who drafted him out of
high school in the 1991 draft.
Ramirez. Alex Rodriguez and
Mike Mussina are the top players
in this year's free-agent class.

Falcons prepare to stampede herd
By Dan Nied
ASilSIANl SP0R1S E0II0R
Is Marshall a beatable team?
A 4-4 record might suggest
yes, but the Thundering Herd's
3-0 record in the Mid-American
Conference Eastern division
says they still have what it takes
to get to the Motor City Bowl as
the MAC champions.
Still. The Herd was hit by graduation in 1999 harder tlian any
team in the recent history of the
MAC. Gone to the NFL are quar-

Bowling Green vs.
Marshall
Saturday 1:30 p.m.
at Doyt Perry Stadium
Radio: 88.1 F.M. with Matt
Bryan Joe Halnes and Andy
Barch on the sidelines.
Falcon House Countdown to
Kickofl show: 12:30. p.m.

terback Chad Pennigtcn. and
defensive back Rogers Beckett to
name a few.
So when the Herd stampedes
into Doyt L. Perry Field tomorrow for a 1:30 p.m. kickoff. you
won't see the same team the
Falcons upset and dominated in
1998.
The 6-foot-5-inch. 230 Ih.
sophomore Byron Leftwich has
taken over for Pennigton He
passed for 393 yards and two
touchdowns in last week's dramatic 31-28 win over Akron.
Struggling is Marshall's inex
perienced offensive line, which
features two sophomores and a
freshman.
If Bowling Green's defensive
front, which has been among
the best in the conference this
season, can penetrate, a repeat
of 1998s miracle becomes more
likely. The Falcons are second In
the MAC with 25 sacks. Nose
tackle Brandon Hicks leads
within eight. The Falcons are
12th in the nation with an -8

turnover margin.
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come around shortly.
"A lot of people are in a
drought right now. but when
they get one it will open the
floodgates." he said "When a lot
of guys came In here they were
goal scorers so we know they can
do it."
Another enemy for the
Falcons this weekend could be
travel. They left yesterday for the
14 hour bus ride to Michigan's
upper peninsula But the players
and coaches don't think there
will lx-any problems
"It's usually not a problem,"
Powers said. "Not if it goes on
without a hitch.
But when the Falcons get to
Marquetle. they will have to pill
llieii 1-4-1 record up against one
of the hottesl teams in the
NatiStill, they expect nothing
less than a win.

That could throw i few loops
in the stniggling Marshall game
plan
"They're trying the same
game plan." said Falcon line
backer Khary Campbell But it's
not as successful because of the
offensive line."
The departure of running
back Doug Chapman has left a
void in Marshall's rushing game
But receivers Nate Pool and
Darius Watts give Leltwich two
prime targets to throw to.
"Leftwich is doing a nice job,"
said Gary Blackney BG head
coach. "They have Poole and
(Senior David) i'oye and Watts.
They still have excellent skill
position players. They aren't running the ball like they used to
but. they are still very effective
making you defend the whole
field."
The Marshall defense Will
have to contend with BG's new
weapon freshman quarter
back/running
back/receiver/Josh Harris, who
gave Eastern Michigan firs two
weeks ago in the Falcons 20-6

BG vs. Marshall? It's more than a game, it's a war. How do
the schools and cities stack up against each other?
Comic Genius Alumni:
They Have: Soupy Sales
We Have: Tim Conway
Advantage: BG. "Dorf on
Golf" could kick Soupy's
ass any day of the week
and twice on Sunday.
Journalistic Star Alumni:
They Have: Joe Johns:
NBC News
We Have: Jason Jackson:
ESPN's NBA 2night
Advantage: BG. We've
never even heard of Joe
Johns. Our JJ comes up
with the dope lines every
night!
Football record 1996-

1999:

They Have: 50-4
We Have: 17-27
Advantage: MU.
Numbers don't lie.

I

Mascots:
They Have: Marco, the
Buffalo
We Have: Freddie Falcon
Advantage: BG. As an
air based animal,
Freddie has less chance
of being shot by Ted
Nugent.
Citizen Characteristics.
We Have: Ohio: Tough
and Ruthless
They Have: West
Virginia: Rough and
Toothless.
Advantage: BG. We may
like to fight, but at least
we can cnew our food.
Looks like BG wins 3-1.
It's a blowout. But
unlike two years ago,
this was no upset.
Falcons roll tomorrow.

I
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Swimmers look to
conquer in Ypsi
By Erica Garrtaccini
STAFF WRITER .
The Falcons swimming and
diving learn will travel to
Ypsilanti, Mich, on Saturday for
their first dual meet of the 200001 season.
Eastern Michigan will play host
to Bowling Green and Toledo for
the Brown and Orange's first scoring meet this season. BG had a
bye last week and are ready to get
their feet wet.
"We're ready for a dual meet."
said head coach Randy Julian. "I
think we're going to do real well.''
However. Julian said that both
teams are very competitive and
that there will be some close
races. Eastern and Toledo have
two of the most improved
women's programs in the conference.
The Falcons swam against both
teams at the Tom Stubbs Relays at
Cooper Pool on Oct. 20. Both the
Eagles and the Rockets swam a
competitive race coming in one
of the lop three positions in
almost every relay. The Eagles
also set a meet record in the Men's
300 yard breaststroke relay in a
time of 2:55.48.
"Eastern

Michigan

is

very

tough at home," Julian said. They
defend their pool very well. We
could get trounced on, but I'm
very optimistic."
Julian also said that the men
and women's teams both have
their strong points. The women
should be strong on the boards, in
the middle distance freestyle and
in the sprints, he said. The men
should also be strong in the middle distance freestyle, in the sprint
freestyle and in the backstroke
individual medley.
Julian hopes that freshman
Sarah Agnew. junior Kim Modern
and sophomore Kelly O'Hara will
lead the team for the women and
that senior Bill Roehl, senior Andy
Jenkins and freshman Ryan
Golden will help the men swim to
victory.

CASSAN0FR0MPAGE9
of four years of effort put in. 90
seconds of recognition probably
didn't seem fitting But the cere-

BG SPORTS
PICK OF THE WEEK
In honor of lop Gun week, the BG
News sports staff is winging these
pics Will Maverick crash and bum?
Will Goose die from Iceman's neglect?
Does Slider stink? Find out next week

Marshall at Bowling
Green

#2 Virginia Tech at
#3 Miami

mony felt like a miniature commencement. Like they are leaving
something special, but crossing
the bridge to the rest of their life.
That was appropriate.

"Maverick"

o

Doug Schueller
"Slider"

Bowling Green

Bowling Green

Bowling Green

30-10
Wagner takes someones head off again.
MU falls hard.

24-21
This is
possible ..really
possible.

24-17
Schueller's knows
his football. The
Knapper for MVP.

27-24

Miami

Miami

Virginia Tech

Miami

31-28
What the hell is a
Hokie? It's boggled
my mind for weeks.

34-13
Without "The Rock"
Miami can't stop
Vick at 50 percent.

34-17
No Vick, no chance
for the Hokies

Clemson
48-38

Florida State

Florida State

11 or i (I; i State

45-12

FSU will fall again
because Clemson
has pretty colors.

Next stop for Chris
Weinke?US Open
of Shuffleboard.

32-13
Because the devil
made me do it.
Sorry Grandpa

27-10
Scooter says FSU
had best D' in the
nation

Prediction

Toledo

Toledo

54-7

Toledo
38-28

Toledo

Score
Rant

Rockets are that
good, Huskies 'd'
holds on barely.

I agree with
Doug...until UT gets
killed by BG.

24-21
Be prepared. Freddy
vs. Rocket boy only
2 weeks away

24-17
Who knows and Who

Prediction

Northwestern

Michigan

Northwestern

Northwest em

Score
Rant

34-28
Come on Wildcats.
the Bucks lost to
Purdue, I need love!

24-10
Michigan kleeps
Rose Bowl dreams
alive barely.

28-20

95-0
Michigan Who?

Rant

Prediction
Score
Rant

Prediction
Score
Rant

#4 Florida State
FLORIDA STATE 19 FAVORITE

Northern Illinois at
Toledo
TOLEDO 3.5 FAVORITE

#12 Michigan at
#21 Northwestern
MICHIGAN 7.5 FAVORITE

.■■_

"Iceman"

NICK HURM
"Goose"

Bowling Green

#10Clemson at

Indiana at
Illinois

II

DAN NIED

Score

NO LINE

"We are working to establish
our (women's) medley relay and
the 800 Freestyle relay," Julian
said. The veteran athletes need
to be at the top of their game."

PETE STELLA
Prediction

MARSHALL 8.5 FAVORITE

In order to win the race Julian
wants to see great diving from all
the women divers and the men
need to swim well in the 400 medley and 800 relay.

Seniors say gIII
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35-24
Without Vick at 100
percent. Hokies have
no chance.

Ironically
Northwestern is
Southwest of UM

Last second field
goal by knapper wins
it for BG

cares?

Prediction

Illinois

Indiana

Indiana

Indiana

Score
Rant

27-13
My boy K. O'Brien,

27-13
I just want tell Jake

35-17
Don't want Coach

35-14
Bobby Knight ignites

this one is for you.
go mini.

Laughery he's the
real Maverick

Dakichtocome
after me.

Hoosiers with pregame speech.

ILLIN0IS 8 FAVORITE

Today's guest is Falcon hockey captain and resident tough guy Doug Schueller, the toughest man
in Bowling Green. Doug is looking to rough up Bryce Cockburn of Northern Michigan this weekend.

Giants hold special place for Palmer
ByTornWhrthers
ASSOCIAIID PRISS

CLEVELAND - Those drawback "ny" helmets the New York
Giants an' wearing this season
have brought back special memories for Cleveland Browns roach
Chris Palmer.
Palmer grew up in the shadow
of New York City, and vividly
remembers summer afternoons
with his dad arid brothers watch
ing Y.A Tittle. Sam Huff and Frank
Gifford sweat through training
camp.
This Sunday, though, the
Palmer boys will put the warm,
fuzzy feelings on hold for at least
three hours
"My father has had (Giants)
season tickets since 1956." Palmer
said. "He's not coming to this
gameFamily, friendships, mistrust

and loyalties have been common
themes in Cleveland this week as
the Browns (2 7). who have lost
six straight after a promising start,
prepare to play the Giants (6-2).
Three of Cleveland's starters —
offensive tackle Roman Oben,
safety Percy Ellsworth and wide
receiver David Patten — all came
to the Browns as unrestricted free
agents this past offseason after
playing In New York. And each of
them has talked about wanting to
show their former team it made a
mistake in letting them leave.
"I've been waiting for this game
for a long time." said Oben. "It's a
classic playing-against-your-oldteam game I'll be charged up."
Ellsworth has yet to make a big
play for the Browns after making
18 interceptions in four seasons
with New York, and he's sure the
Giants will try to embarrass him.

T know they'd love to beat me
on one long one pass,'' he said,
because of all the talking I do."
Patten wants to show the
Giants they made a mistake in not
signing him
"Let me put it this way," Patten
said, "I left there and I haven't
l(x>ked back since."
And then there's the ex-Browns
factor. Giants offensive tackle
Lomas Brown spent a tumultuous 1999 expansion season in
Cleveland before being released
and signing with New York.
Earlier this week. Brown spent
nearly one-half hour on a teleconference with Cleveland reporters
ripping the Browns and coach
Chris Palmer, who he says is too
inflexible and unwilling to listen
to his players.
It can't be Me, me. me,"'
Brown said. "There's a point

where it has to be 'We. Not me.
We."'
Can you feel the love, or what?
Giants coach Jim Fassel still has
high regard for his former players,
and now says he was sorry to see
them go.
"I liked every one of those
guys." Fassel said.
Fassel was especially fond of
Patten, the Browns' second-leading receiver and best deep threat.
"It killed me when I lost him,"
Fassel said. "I've always liked
David, but we were so tight with
the salary cap."
Patten was confined to being a
mostly a special teams player with
the Giants. In three seasons, he
caught 33 passes for 460 yards. He
has almost matched those totals
in just nine game with the
Browns.
"The Giants gave me an oppor-

♦•"••*.

Follow In Their Footsteps...
Susan B. Anthony
Elizabeth Cady Stanton

www.fries2000.com

^ Please Vote On November 7th!

Vote Libertarian as if your
freedom depends on it!
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jf i Galen Fries for Congress
/ h\ Candidate Ohio's 9th Congressional District
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AMBASSADORS

l'nidus Podemos
United We Can!
The Cntcr for Multicultural & Academic Initiative*

Department oT Ethnic Studies
Career Services
IK ,si Gospel Cnoir
JUNTOS

We would like to congratulate and welcome our
new members to University Ambassadors

■And Justice for Air
Pad la 0> Domixv <« Wifie. 905 Mil. Pern

Laura Adams
Jessica Blackburn
Danielle Boaz
Matthew Bowles
Pam Brossia
Kevin Brown
Kristin Colella
Jamie Cook
Paul Coulter
Catanya Elliot
Josh Freese
Jamie Groves
Scott Gully
Joel Hammond
Matt Jackson
Sean Johnson
Kelly Karafla

♦—•^

Sponsored By Women's Action Coalition
372-2281 or email wacbgs@hotmail.com

| bowling graan ■tat* university |

DOM BEY

Cleveland was offering.
Oben insists he isn't bitter
about the break-up and won't
take any grudges onto the field.
However, he does feel he was
unfairly criticized for having a
subpar season, because he played
the whole year with torn knee cartilage.
"It's different when you get cut
from a team and you're playing
your old team and you want to
prove to them that you deserve to
be there. I think they wanted me
back, but what they offered, and
what I thought was fair and the
commitment for me being the left
tackle really wasn't what 1 was
looking for."
Brown, who got a game ball following New York's win over
Philadelphia, said he didn't want
to "stir the pot" or give the Browns
any chalkboard material.

*•"••»,

Who Owns

Demand

tunity to play in this league,"
Patten said. "But there's no love
lost there. It was a change of
scenery and the opportunity to
play here. I'd be lying if I said I did n't highlight the game when the
schedules came out. I'm excited
to play against guys I was with for
three years."
Patten has been slowed by turf
toe the past few weeks, but said
there's no way he'll sit out Sunday.
"They'll have to cut my leg off to
keep me from playing," he said.
In essence, free agency allowed
the Browns and Giants to swap
left tackles, with the disgruntled,
37-year-old Brown going to New
York for the 28 year-old Oben, a
three-year starter in New York.
The Giants attempted to keep
Oben, but decided that they
couldn't match Clevelans's threeyear.
$10.8
million
offer.

Koundcr

Kretscher Quad
Harshman Quad
Black Student Union

Will Keller
Karen Kleve
Sara Koloda
Hanna Legg
Justin Lowry
Elizabeth Maxon
Donna McCartney
Jamie Mclntyre
Todd Moyer
Laura Neidert
Justin Page
Allison Post
Michelle Ruhlin
Jessica Slapnicker
Dan Solomon
Isaac Thorp

Inter-fraternity Council
Multicultural Services Jerome Library
National Pan-Hellenic Council
Undergraduate Student Govei
University Activities Organization
World Student Association

Kohl Hall
Vblon

N.A.A.C.P
Offenhaucr
Rodgers Quad
Pan-Hellenic Council
Women's Action Coalition
Resident Student Association
On behalf of the Labno Student Union, I would like to thank all of the t,
sors for Latinopalooza '00. This event was a tremendous success and it (
have been possible without your generous contributions 1 would ah
thank the countless amount of volunteers before, during, and after I
Thank
••—■■■'
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»U——
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Adelante. para siempre AdcUnte

Jesus Sandoval
President. Latino Studj
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Classified Ads
372-6977
The BG News will noi knowingly accepi advertisements that discriminate, or encourage|discrimination against any indi\ iilual or group on the basis of race. sex. color, creed, religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran, or on the basis of any oilier legally protected siaius.

NEWS

The BG News reserves the right to decline, discontinue or revise any advertisement such as those found to be defamatory,
lacking in factual basis, misleading or false in nature. All advertisements are subject to editing and approval.

Campus Events

Personals

Wanted

Help Wanted

STUDY ABROAD ORIENTATION
Please come lo one ol these sessions it you are planning to study
abroad during spring semester
2001
Wednesday. November 8. 2000.
3:30-5 30pm. 1103 Ottenhauer West
Tuesday. November 14, 2000. 3 305 30pm. 1103 Ottenhauer West.
Call 372-0309 with questions

Congratulations Cassie Sims
University Ambassador of the Month

Subleaser needed (or apartment
close to campus S300'month. Call
Michelle at 354-0330.

Cashiers start immediately for a
part-time 2nd & 3rd shift position, full
& part time. Competitive pay & commission Apply today! BP Oil 1670
E. Wooster.

University Performing Dancers student choieography concert, modern
jazz & hip-hop November 3 & 4.
8pm 222 Eppler North, S3 00 bursarable 2-8521
Want to TRAVEL AND GET BQSU
CREDIT? Attend one ot 165 colleges in the U.S. (or full or one year
while paying BGSU tuition! No outol-state lees! Credits transler! Make
new friends! Take special classes'
Explore1 New York! California! Hawaii! THE NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE IN^O SESSION:
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 8. AT
3:30PM, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION BUILDING; RM 1003.
For more details, call the NSE program at 2-2501

Travel

GET INVOLVED IN INTRAMURALSM INTRAMURAL ADVISORY
BOARD
APPLICATIONS
FOR
SPRING 2001 ARE BEING ACCEPTED THROUGH NOV 27
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE
IN 130 PERRY FIELO HOUSE INTERVIEWS ARE LIMITED. ON A
FIRST-COME. FIRST SERVE BASIS AND WILL BE HELD NOV 2930.
MARY KAY Open house. Nov. 4th 8
5th, 1-4pm at 212 Troup St Holiday
gifts for the whole family. Enter
drawing-bring a friend!
Share your favorite holiday ethnic
recipe with the Obsidian E-mail it to
TheObsidian2000eyahoo com by
Nov. 19th. Recipes will be printed in
the Dec 7th edition.
SPRING 2001 PRACTICUM OPPORTUNITIES IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE FOR RECREATION
AND SPORT MANAGEMENT MAJORS APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE OR
ON THE WEB AND ARE DUE NOV
28. INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD
DEC 4-5
Would you like lo spend your
spring break in New York City to
learn about poverty and racism
firsthand, and also earn 3 hours
academic credit?
For info call Bnan Rose at 352-7534
or email brose43402© yahoo com

*1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida. Now hiring campus reps
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertou'S.com
• 111 Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 Days
$279! Includes Meals, Parties! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife' Departs
Florida! Get Group - Go Free!'
springbreaktravel.com
1 -800-678-6386
• 111 Spring Break Specials' Cancun & Jamaica S389' Air. Hotel.
Free Meals. Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Get Group - Go Free!
Florida Vacations $129!
spnngbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
SPRING BREAK 5001
Jamaica. Cancun, Florida.
Barbados. Bahamas Now hmng
campus reps. Earn 2 tree trips.
Free meals, book by Nov. 3r! Call
for FREE info pack or visit on-line
sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710

Will tutor
Call 352-6233, Ask for Steve

1 subleaser needed from Dec. 2000May 2001. S193/month -. utilities
Call 353-9390 tor details
4 subleasers needed
Spring semester
Hillsdale Apts
Call 353-9440
Dec graduation tix needed. Please
call ASAP. Erin at 353-8459
Female roommate for spring & summer Call Haley at 354-1605
Local band with expenence, CD's,
etc looking for experienced bass
player who would like to play out influences. Matchbox 20, Third Eye
Blind Contact Kevin at 354-2399.

Need 1 female roommate ASAP
Call 354-6713
Need 3 iickeis lor becemboi grarlu
ation Will pay! Please call Sara-

Personals

354-6492

Scholarship Opportunities for
freshmen and sophomores. Enroll in
Army ROTC and compete for 2-S3year awards which cover tuition,
books & lees, *S200/mo. lor expenses Call lor details 372-2476
Congratulations Casey Stevens
University Ambassador of the Month

Help Wanted
Alternate wanted, girl's group home.
4pm-10pm. Mon-Thur S7.00rhrto
start. Swanton. 825-5576
CAR BUFFS-Pt time help, mornings
or evenings. No exp necessary Auto reconditioning. 354-2833.
CREW POSITIONS
Double Up On Opportunity with
Rally's!
Rally's is America's most exciting
fast food concept, with double-drivethru restaurants that specialize in
great food in 30 seconds or less!
We currently have the following day
shift positions available:
Crew Members
Shift Managers
We offer benefits, paid vacations,
competitive wages, and an opportunity to grow! It you have what it
takes to be a fast-moving part of a
hard-working team, please contact a
Management Team Member at
(4191352-8280 EOE
Dancers-No expenence necessary,
earn BIG MONEYS$$! Apply in person at Deia Vu. 135 S Bryne, 5310329

Wanted

Male rmte. needed 2 bdrm, 2 bath
turn. apt. w/dishwasher at 808 Thurstm Ave. Will have own bdrm.
$312 50 mo plus 1/2 etec Contact
Josh Long @ 937-836-2625

Services Offered

Subleasers needed beginning January 13. 2/3 bedroom house, big
kitchen and porch, close to campus
and downtown, S555'month. 208 E.
Merry Apt. A. Please call Sarah or
Angela 352-3164.

Need December graduation tickets.
will pay Call Charlie ® 419-8613518
Need female rmte. Own room, for
spring semester until Aug 2001
Call 373-6015
Spacious 2 bdrm apt in Hillsdale.
Lease starts Dec. 23rd Call 3525772.

EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work pan-time, full-time, even put in
over-time hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a
minimum ot 15 hours per week or 40
hours plus over-time Many college
students work here Starting pay is
S5 30 per hour with an automatic
S 25 per hour increase to $5.55 after
100 hours of service with the company These are unskilled jobs
involving assembling and packaging
small pans Apply in person between the hours of 9:00am and
5:00pm (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS. INC . 428 Clough Street.
Bowling Green, Ohio, only 2 blocks
from campus near Kinko's and Dairy
Oueen next to the railroad tracks
FINDERS RECORDS
Customer service sales positions
available Must be mature, responsible, effective communication skills,
outgoing personality Superior customer service skills are essential.
Please send resume & ref. to Finders 128 N Main St. BG. OH, 43402
Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs ' Student Groups
Earn S1,000-$2,000 this quarter with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event. No
sales required Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
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FABULOUS

I;] L'J IX
SPECIALS

1994 Eddie Bauer Ford Explorer.
4x4. fully-loaded, A/C, full power
package. 96K miles Asking S9000
obo Call 372-7558 or 865-3717
1995 Chrys Sebring LXI. leather,
moon root, CD. cruise, new brakes,
54,000 mi $9,000. 372-2127
Fender Strat B&W guitar, hard case.
Peavy 110 AMP. $500 Call Mike
353-8116
Free Kittens! Born on July 4th Call
354-8613
HONDAS FROM $500! Police impounds and lax repos! For listings 1800-719-3001 ext4558
Playstation II for sale
Brand new. never been played!
Asking $600 Call 352-6483.
Solo Gateway laptop with pnnter.
call Erica. 352-5737

For Rent
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT position assisting persons with mental
retardation/developmental disabilities in daily living skills in a residential setting Part-time, and sub positions available ranging from 24 to 72
hours biweekly Salary is S7 55/hour
tor first 90 days, thereafter beginning at $10.24mour based upon experience. High school diploma or
GED required; no expenence necessary Positions available in Bowling
Green, Perrysburg. and Walbndge
areas. Interested persons may obtain an application packet from
Wood County Board of MR/DD.
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd., Bowling Green. Ent. B. Monday-Friday,
8:00am-4:30pm EOE.
Servers. Quarry Beach and Racquet Club in Maumee is looking for
servers Wednesday thru Saturday
evenings and Sunday brunch. This
private club setting is an excellent
opportunity for the night person Call
Todd at 419-865-4700 for details
Telephone interviewing No sales
Flexible scheduling. Some days,
mostly evenings & weekends. Relaxed atmosphere In Perrysburg
Up to $7.00+ hour depending on
skills 874-5842
Tutor needed for MGT 603, Managerial Accounting. Please contact
the Office of Disabilities Services.
372-8495.

" 2001-2002 listings available "
Wilt mail or pick-up at office 316 E.
Merry »3 or call 3530325
1 or 2 subleasers needed
400 E Napoleon Rd Winthrop
Terrace Apartment. $385/month *
electne. 1 bdrm , shuttle to campus.
pool, air. Call Jess at 353-9322
1. 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments
from Only
$430
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.

353-7715
2 bedroom apt. 8th St >8 i bathroom, $425/mo 389-4890
Large 3 bdrm apt for rent, spring
semester, fully furnished, spacious,
clean Call 419-352-9593
Now renting lor May 2001:
3 bdrm townhouses $800/month
Plus utilities, no pels
Call 3530494
Spacious, one bedroom apt.
215 E. Poe Rd/Evergreen Apts.
On-site laundry facility
Starling $365 00 month
Available now!
Call 353-5800

|^>

Subleaser needed spring sem 2
bdrm.. 1 block from campus. Call
352-8358.
Wanted: 2 female subleasers tor
spring semester. Close lo campus 2
bedrooms, $145/month * utilities.
353-1758.
vVVVvVW^^MfVVVvVVWV1

CINEMARK

The Best Seat In Town

Cinema 5
For Showtimes call
354-0558
Woodland Mall - N.Main St.
or log on to cinemark.coml

Regiser to recieve
showtimes via email!

Cable Channel 6
5:30-Live
Re-broadcast at
10pm & 7:30am
Now on Fridays!
Wood County' s
only LIVE local
Television news
k.
source
A
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Katherine Pultz (sQ Tom Spooner

Sarah Smith ^ Johnny Zimmerman

Demand
The Right Candidate

Clock Work
Orange R
Dairy 5:00

Dr.
Strangelove

lOO

NoCoupo- H
IIMIKO liMI i

353-BGSU

i
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FREE DELIVERY ££
1045 N. Main • Hours: Sun-Thurs 11-1:30 am, FritSat 11-2:30 am

Cla-Zel Theatre
Downtown BG. * 353-1361
www hollywood com

Additional loppingsi SI.00each
SI 00 each
'covers bold pi//as)

2nd Large Pizza
only $6.99

(2

Subleaser needed ASAP Lease
from now until May. 1 room efficiency. Thurstin manor, directly across
the street from campus. On site
laundry. Air ..two windows Contact
Ryan @ (419)882-1123.
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Cheese & One Topping
1

Sublease-great location near Ottenhauer. 1 room furnished efficiency.
Reserved parking Call 352-9996
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2 Medium Pizzas

$Q99

J

Opportunity Knocks!
We have jobs in customer service.
manufacturing, welding, and general
labor Cat! today' Various shifts.
good $ 353-9425 EOE MF OV.

1/4 karat women's wedding set, engagement ring & band Call 3546713.

NIGHT
OWL
SPECIAL

Cheese &
Up to 5 Toppings

¥

Office cleaning, evenings. 10-12
hrs/week. own trans required. Call
352-5822

For Sale

Spacious 2 bdrm. apt. walking distance from campus Avail Dec. 1st.
S525mo 353-1457.
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Marcos Pino

9

Now is your chance to add real print
pieces to your portlolio and great |Ob
experience to your resume. Continuing Education has a graphic designer student position available beginning Spring Work in a team environment while you get experience in
designing brochures, catalogs, flyers, ads. etc. You must have advanced skills in PageMaker and
Photoshop and knowledge ot Freehand. Prior work experience preferred. Portfolio required 15 hrs./week.
S5.907hr. To apply send resume and
relerences to: Anita Knauss,
Continuing Education. 40 College
Park, by November 10.

Wanted: Dancers, waitstaff, apply
after 5pm. 5801 Telegraph. Toledo.
OH or call 419-476-6640

For Rent

Jessica Raap ^y Josh Titlow

IS

At its Interactive Best!

LARGE

Holiday S$S
Holland Company needs retail
counter representatives, customer
service, phone coaches, data entry
and order checkers. Various shifts,
good $ Call 353-9425 EOE OV MF

Help Wanted

Nightly 7:30 9:30

DOMBEY
For Common Pleas

And Justice for All"
PM to l>> Dornbey lor Judge. 30i> M* Perrysliuig OH 4355L (em, KiruGl. Treasure

Road To PC
El Dorado
Sat Sun 1:003:00

Family Weekend
>

File Photo

FIGHTIN' FALCONS: Family Weekend provides plenty of opportunities to see University athletes in action. Men's basketball takes on the foreign team from Lithuania Saturday at 7 p.m. The
women's volleyball team takes on the intrastate rival Rockets of the University of Toledo Friday at 7 p.m. Both events take place in Anderson Arena.

U. athletes take stage
By Nick Hurm
«SSISI«H1 SPORTS 10I10B

Parents weekend. It can be a
delightful time to show the family
how well things are going in school.
If things aren't going wcU though, it
may be a dreadful weekend of trying to find as many events as possi ble to go to in order to avoid the
subject of academics.
» For the underachieves as well as
the overachievcrs. there are plenty
J>f games on tap for the weekend to
!*eep parents from sitting around
your dorm room twiddling their
thumbs.
Football vs. Marshall Saturday
'1:30 p.m. (Doyt L Perry Field)
■ The Falcon football team hosts
Marshall, a team that finished last
■season ranked 11th in the country.
BGis2-6 overall and 2-3in the MidAmerican Conference. Injuries
"have plagued them this year, but
most of the Orange and Brown
squad will be back for the
Thundering Herd game.
The Falcons are coming off a 206 win over Eastern Michigan on
Oct 21. Watch for BG's new offensive weapon losh Harris. The freshman quarterback/runningback
has added a little excitement into
BG's offense by playing both positions. Quarterback Andy Sahm will
start the game for the Falcons.
The last time the Thundering
Herd came to Doyt L Perry Field
they were upset by the Falcons 3413. It was Marshall's only loss in
1998. If there is a lot of Green and
White on the BG campus this
weekend, don't be surprised.
Marshall is known to bring a large
flock of fans to every away game.
Volleyball vs. Toledo Friday 7
p.m. (Anderson Arena)
It's the biggest rivalry in town Falcons vs. Rockets. The BG volleyball team has turned the rivalry
one-sided at home, though. The
Falcons are a perfect 20-0 at
Anderson Arena against Toledo.
BG (14-8,7-6) is right in the middle of the hunt for home court
advantage during the Mid-

American
Conference
Tournament. The Falcons are represented in several national categories this year. As a team they are
ranked 16th in the country in digs,
averaging 18.87 per game.
Junior
middle-hitter Caty
Rommeck leads the MAC in blocks
averaging 1.50 per game, which
also ranks her 14th in the country.
Freshman Susie Norris is ranked
17th in the country in digs, which is
also good enough for the top spot
in the MAC.
BG trails Ohio, the leader in the
Eastern Division, by 2.5 games
going into the Toledo contest.
Men's Basketball vs. Foreign
I'eam Saturday 7 p.m. (Anderson
Arena)
Last year the BG men's basketball
team received a dose of national
recognition after a highly successful season ending 22-8 overall
Despite losing senior captains
Anthony Stacey and Dave
Esterkamp to graduation, the
Falcons still return a number of key
players from last year's squad.
BG is considered by some
national magazines as having the
best back court in the MAC. BG
returns three starters in senior
guard Trent lackson (8.6 ppg),
along with juniors Keith McLeod
(12.9 ppg) and Brandon Pardon
(4.0 apg).
McLeod averaged 25 points per
game and earned All-Tournament
honors on the Falcons summer trip
to Chile. Last season he finished 7th
in the country in three point field
goal percentage (47.7).
Down low the Falcons have their
workhorse at center in junior Len
Metela. Matela was named honorable mention All-MAC last year
playing in all 30 games. He averaged 12.5 points and 7.7 rebounds
per game.
This will be the first dose of several competitions to come. One of
the highlights of the season will be
a Dec. 27 game against NCAA
National Champion Michigan
State. The Falcons will also square
off against Michigan Dec. 13.

File Photo

GRIDIRON GIANTS: The football team flies into action 1:30 p.m. Saturday against the Marshall Thundering Herd. The Falcons defeated
Marshall during the Herd's last visit to Doyt L Perry Field in 1998.
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■ PI Activities crowd calendar
By Becky 8itp
STAFF WRITER

Family Weekend
FREE MOVIE!

Family weekend, a weekend
set aside every year in the fall for
those who support the students
of BGSU, is this weekend.
Originally it was known as
Parents Weekend, but it has since
been changed in order to incorporate guardians, grandparents
and others who support the students.
Every year several hundred
people attend the specially organized events. Most of those who
attend are family and friends of
the students and alumni.
The entire weekend is coordinated by the parent and family
programs unit of the Office of
Student Life. The weekend is
scheduled around the sports
schedule, so one of the traditional
events includes a football game
with a pre-game program.

This year the game is against
the Marshall Thundering Herd
and begins at 1:30 p.m. Saturday,
with pre-game events starting at
11 am. The pre-game activities
will take place at University
Village with a tent with food and
live entertainment. Inflatable
games will be available for
younger children.
Several changes have also been
made
to
the
weekend.
Traditionally a well-known entertainer was brought in as part of
the evening entertainment, but
recently a talent show was instituted for students to be more
actively involved in the weekend
programs Events have also been
planned by the Student
Education
Association
for
younger children, though most of
the weekend activities are suitable for all ages.
The events for the weekend are

campus-wide and all of the colleges and many of the different
student associations are involved.
The student recreation center will
be open to families accompanied
by a student. The theater will
have an original, student-written
production put on this weekend
showcasing newcomers to the
theater, called "On Line." It begins
at 8 p.m. at the )oe E Brown
Theater. The College of Arts and
Sciences will host departmental
breakfasts from 10:00 -11:00 am
Saturday, for families to meet the
faculty of the various departments.
The entire weekend is packed
with plenty to do, so no one
should become bored, and most
events are open to even those
whose families are unable to
attend. It will be followed up in
the spring by "Sibs and Kids"
weekend.

;

e iepartment

NEWCOMER'S SHOHf
"ON LINE"
MOV 2-T IM9
N 12-27'L

I

m
m

111 Olscamp
2:OQ P.M. Saturday
Co-Sponsored (3y:
Earn and Learn

for $23,000
Visit with a UPS
Representative
before or after the
show.

419-891-68*20

Get involved with
Nightlife programming. Visit 210
South Hall or Call
372-2466 for
details!
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www.geocities.com/f3GUA0
tomR»«lBGNo«

WWW.UPS iobs.com
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ON STAGE: An original, student-written production hits Joe E. Brown Theatre this weekend. Families
can be treated to "On Line," at 8 p.m.

WELCOME
FAMILY!
Stop in and see us for all your BGSU souvenirs!
GOOD LUCK TO COACH
BLACKNEY & THE FALCONS

BEAT MARSHALL!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BGSU JACKETS & CAPS
STADIUM BLANKETS
PARENTS SPORTSWEAR
STADIUM CUSHIONS
T-SHIRTS & SHORTS
SWEATSHIRTS
GLASSWARE
MUGS & OTHER
BGSU MERCHANDISE

PARENTS' WEEKEND HOURS
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

9:00-7:00
10:00-4:00

THE BEE GEE BOOK STORE
Your complete
off-campus connection

353-2252
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN

PARENT'S WEEKEND
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Parents can tap variety of campus resources
By Chasity Lester
STAFF WRITER

ii

The University provides many
services to parents of BG students.
Every parent of a BG student is
already a member of The Falcon
Parent's Connection, an org.-nization that meets anually during
Parent's Weekend.
The organization plans activities and provides services for BG
parents, including the Parent's Ad
Council which governs the Falcon
Parent's Connection. The Council
also assists in Sibs and Kid's
Weekend.
The Parent's Ad Council will

meet Saturday, November 5. The
Falcon Parent's Connection will
meet the following Sunday,
November 13,
"Parent's Connection," is a
newsletter provided by The
Falcon Parent's Connection. The
newsletter is published three
times anually by the Office of
Marketing and PR, the Office of
Student Life and the Alumni
Affairs department.
The University also provides a
toll-free helpline to parents. The
Parent's Helpline will answer
questions about upcoming activities, events and general concerns.
Helpline is open from mid-

August to mid-May, Monday to
Thursday, 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. It can
be reached at 1-800-815-1300.
A parent may also contact the
Financial Aid department or the
Bursar's office directly with any
related questions.
The Bursar's office can discuss
payment options and specialized
payment plans with parents and
the Financial Aid office can
answer questions about educational tax-cuts and Hope Credit.
Hope Credit is tax relief for parents of college students based on
the number enrolled.
Dining Services, located in the
Centrex building, has pamphlets

on
campus
nutrition.
Information is available, along
with complete recipes, on-line at
www.bgsu.edu.
Information on educational
departments is also available on
the website or in the college
offices.
Parents cannot access student
health records, academic grades
or police charges, including
charges of alcohol or drug abuse,
unless the student was convicted,
without student consent
Parents who have additional
concerns or questions are asked
to contact the Office of Student
Life at (419) 372-2843.

Parent's Helpline
1-800-815-1300

Plenty of local attractions to occupy families' time
ByKMSCHMF
STAFF WRITER

»

i
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SHOP TIL YOU DROP: Dianne Chamberless looks lot a bargain at the Superior Antique Mall in Toledo.
The Antique Mall is one of many attractions for visiting families this weekend.

This weekend parents from all
over will be coming to Bowling
Green to spoil their underfed and
overstressed children. Many students are looking forward to seeing their parents and having a
relaxing weekend
Families will have the chance to
bond at the football game, concerts or the restaurants in town
and can tour the campus and
downtown areas.
Carless students can take
advantage of their parents' transportation and go places they normally cannot. Many families will
want to take their children to
Franklin Park Mall, COSI, The
Toledo Zoo, the Toledo Museum
of Art, or any of Toledo's other
attractions.
Dave Anderson, a freshman
music major, is performing in the

Collegiate Chorale at the Copland
concert on Friday night His parents are coming to BG to see him
sing.
Dawn Rodgers, a senior elementary education major, is
excited to spend the weekend
with her dad "It should be really
fun. We'll go hit the bars," she said.
Some students, however, don't
have big plans for the weekend.
"I have no idea what we're
doing," freshman Ryan lacocks
said. His family is going to the
football game Saturday, but
lacocks said he didn't hear about
many weekend events set up
especially for parents,
"They need to tell us more
about the events, you realty have
to look to find out about them,"
lacocks said. "But I am looking
forward to free meals and getting
away from Mac food."
Also, with so many parents

Stop in for our
Fall 2001 Listings!
Checkout Our Website at www.wcnct.org/-gbrentai

invading town, local hotels will be
very busy. There are six hotels and
motels in Bowling Green and
none of them are expecting TO
have any vacancies this weekend
Anderson's parents couldn't find a
room in town, so they're staying
inFlndlay.
lacocks parents made their
reservations during orientation
and according to Best Western
employee Stephanie Dillon, most
of the rooms have been booked
since July or August. Dillon suggests that people who can't find a
room in town should try hotels in
Perrysburg.
Unfortunately, not everyone
wants to make the trip to Bowling
Green, including freshman business major lohn Venables' parents.
"My parents said, "we saw you
for 18 years, we're not coming up
for one lousy weekend,'" he said.

Get Them
While They
Last!

WELCOME PARENTS
Check Out Our Selection of BGSU Merchandise!
• T-Shirts
• Sweatshirts
• Hats
• Coffee Mugs
• Jewelery
• Pencils
• Banks
• Jackets
• Squeeze Bottles
• Watches
• Charms
• Window Stickers
• ID Holders
• Pennants
• Blankets
• Mom & Dad

BG'S BEST
Best Quality, Best Service, Best Pricing!
In house embroidery, screen printing and sewn
on letters. Over 350 fabrics to choose from.
Sorority & Fraternity Merchandise
Sweatshirts • Hats •. T-Shirts • Night Shirts • Pullover Jackets

Wood Products
• Paddles • Letters • Frames • And Much More!
Book your paddle party now for 30% off

Connection

Collegiate

531 Ridge St. • BG • 352-8333

Sweatshirts

Mon.-Thurs. 10-8 • Fri. 10-6 • Sun 12-5
Voted Best Pizza 8vrs. In a Row!

BGSIL

PISniM€LLO'S
203 N. Main FR€€ DCLIVCRV 352-51'

$4.50 Minimum
Open Weekdays 4 P.M. • lunch Fri. «Sat. »Sun

ARENA

With ID, Students Pay:
$2.00 admission
$1.00 for skates of all sizes
All fees bursarable!
Family Special;
Regular Admission - FREE Rental
PUBLIC SKATING SCHEDULE
Effective October through April

12:00p.m.-2:00p.m.
8:00p.m.-10:00p.m.

N R WI °V R

332 s MAIN

Saturday

8:00p.m.- 10:00p.m.

Sunday

3:30p.m.-5:30p.m.

'"CHOOSE ANY 2
FOR$5.50OR3/$8.00
• 7" 11tem pizza or calzone
• 5 Reg. Breadsticks
• Small Sub
• 10 Wings
• 6 Mozzarella Cheese Sticks
• 6 Chicken Fingers
No Coupon Necessary - Just Askl
FREE DELIVERY
LIMITED AREA

Ikft 352-5166

Public ikating will not be avo'Jabie vWien the varsity hockey horn is at hone.

-

Rentals
352-5620
www.ncwlovcrt'ally.coni
email: rciitalinliif" newloverealtv.com
T

CALL 372-2264 for more information and
confirmation of these times.
BEST OF LUCK FALCONS

V*..,

203 N. MAIN
Not Veld WKh Any Oder Otter • Eipket 12/31/00

A Great Selection of SALADS & SUBS!

Garlic or Tom. Bread • Garlic Fingers • Potato Skins
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NO ROOM AT THE INN: Hotels in Bowling Green and in surrounding cities are expecting large crowds this weekend, as parents of University students descend on the campus to participate in Family Weekend
festivities.

Local hotels and restaurants prepare for weekend
By Shannon E. Kolkedy
SI»(F

etiill

As Family Weekend approaches, the University is not alone in
making preparations. Local
hotels and restaurants are also
preparing for one of the busiest
weekends of theyear.
According to Michael Yousif,
front desk clerk at the Days Inn,
the rush of Family Weekend
"affects us in a good way."
Reservations begin to come in
nearly six or seven months in

advance, for those parents who
did not make reservations, Days
Inn will direct them to its other
area hotels, such as those in
Perrysburg, Findlay and even
Toledo.
Yousif feels that the Days Inn is
prepared for the weekend. He
said, "We make sure enough people are on staff at the front desk
so parents won't have to wait in
such long lines." Because of the
full house expected, a number of
housekeepers are also sched-

uled.
According to Rita Binkowski,
Front Desk Manager at the Best
Western, "as soon as the academic calendar comeS out... we're
booked." In fact, parents who
stay at the Best Western this year
are able to fill out a form to
reserve their rooms for next year's
Family Weekends. Binkowski
explained that many times the
only openings occur from graduating seniors.
Best Western will also assist

those people without reservations with directions to its neighboring hotels in Perrysburg and
Findlay.
Binkowski also said, "We want
100 percent satisfaction for our
guests."
The hotel will be fully staffed
and a back-up front desk staff will
be on hand to prevent the hassles
of waiting. In addition, a manager
will be on duty 24 hours to deal
with any unexpected issues.
Area food establishments also

expect to be busy. According to
Sandy Daum, General Manager of
Sam B's, "We expect to be busier
than any weekend of the year...
including graduation."
Daum also explained that
increasing the weekend staff and
the pre-ordering of extra food are
the two most important ways to
deal with the rush caused by
Family Weekend.
Family Weekend may also have
a positive effect on Cosmo's

COLONIAL BARBERS

Coffeehouse George Loper, the
owner of Cosmo's, said, "Some
years business is really good and
others it is average."
leper feels that the best thing
to be is prepared. He plans for his
staff to "work smarter and work
harder."
The businesses claim that
Family Weekend will have a positive effect on them, and they are
prepared for the expected crowds.

Call Today!
00-582-3577

Come in and get your haircut today!
nortdau. Tuesday. Thursday and Friday.
5:30-5:30
Saturday

Ground

5:00-1:00

205 N. PROSPECT* 354-0303

you absolutely, positively want a better wag
Whether you're a student wanting to show your
Mom & Dad how much you appreciate all they do
for you. or a parent brightening a day. we have a
great way to do it.
•Fresh Hovers & Plains
• Balloon Bouquets • Sniffed Toys • Candles
Holiday Gifts and Arrangements
• Silk Arrangements

The
Flower
Basket

5 Shifts to
Choose From

352- 6395 • 165 S. Mai
Downtown B.G

I,
Welcome Parents
"16 Flavors on Tap"
Sports. Pool, Music

^KEWsTfft***

Food & Good rimes

CRAZY EDDIE
LIVE ON STAGE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
135 N Main

•I

3534912

Parking In rear

♦ NIGHT
(Midnight to 5:OOam)
Mon-Fri
Sl0.00/hr
♦ SUNRISE
(3:30am to 8:30am)
Tues-Sat
$10.00/hr
♦ DAY
(2:00pm to 7:OOpm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
♦ TWILIGHT
(7:00pm to 11:30pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
♦ PRELOAD
(3:00am to 8:00am)
Mon-Fri
510.00/hr

!^-—m^mi

you get
tuition assistance,
- 504 raise after 90 days,
and much more! KL*.

Offers

♦ 3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week
♦ Tuition Assistance
♦ Weekly Pay

5

♦ No Union Dues
♦ Starting at $8.50-$10.00
♦ $.50 Raise After 90 Days

Ground

AiiportHwy

V

■

BGSU

650 S. Reynolds Road, Toledo, OH 43615
(7 mile north of Airport Hwy.)

HBHM

....
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City provides
unique features
By Chasity Lester
Sim WRITE!)

There are many unique aspects
of Bowling Green that parents
and students should explore during Family Weekend.
The first attraction is the downtown area. Downtown spans five
blocks, encompassing a strip on
Main Street. The downtown area
is still under a renovation process
to preserve and attract local business traffic The most recent additions of the renovation were street
lights, lining Main Street and
VNfaoster Street.
Visiting families are encouraged to explore the variety of
shops and restaurants exclusive
to downtown BG, including
Lotions and Potions, Finder's, Call
of The Canyon, Pauper's Books
and The lunction. Downtown
also offers Ben Franklin Variety
and Crafts and Easy Street Cafe.
The Clazel Theatre, also located
on Main Street, was recently renovated. The Clazel's twin-theaters
offer family films at low prices
and weekend matinees. The
Clazel is one of the last historical
movie theaters still running
today.
The town also offers many
other historical points. The BG
Courthouse recently celebrated
its 100 year anniversary. The courthouse is located on East Court
and Prospect streets and is bestknown for its elaborate carvings
and reliefs.
BG also has the VJood County

Historical Center & Museum with
theme rooms' featuring 19th and
20th century decor.
The museum, at 13660 County
House Road, was the city's infirmary and orphanage in 1868. The
54 acres of land are also a city park
with picnic areas, shelter houses
and nature trails. Other parks are
located on Wintergreen and
Weston streets..
"Boomtown," an area of historical homes built during the oil
boom in the late 1800s, is located
down West Wooster Street and
behind the Wood County Public
Library. The homes are in styles
prevalent to that time, including
Italiante, Queen Anne, East Lake
and Georgian. Many of the
homes are registered with the
National Registrar of Historical
Places.
The town also has homes of
interest within the main city. The
Windmill house, originally built
by a Dutchman visiting the BG
area in 1939 to hide the smokestacks and furnaces jutting up
from nearby homes, is located on
Clough Street. The Windmill overlooks a scenic lake and currently
acts as an apartment for BG students. The windmill is inoperable,
but built in the traditional Dutch
style.
The town of Bowling Green
also houses a civic orchestra and
The Black Swamp players. Both
organizations perform locally
and at special events throughout
the county.

Top parents
announced
By Laura HetrJert
STAFI

WRITER

At this weekend's Falcon
Family Fest two parents will be
singled out from the thousands of
University parents as "Parents of
The Year." University Activities
Organization held this annual
essay writing contest, and senior
Rebecca Nieto. vice-president of
the Undergraduate Student
Government, wrote the winning
entry about her parents, Michael
and Mary Nieto.
UAO has held this event annually for some time, because "it's
really the only recognition that
your parents receive campus
wide," said Mindy Beverly, special
events coordinator for UAO.
Beverly said that the contest is
meant to support parents and
family weekend and recognize
the outstanding parents. They
received six entries, and the
entries had to focus on why and
how the student's parents have
influenced them in college.
The essays then went through a
screening committee, which
included the executive board of
UAO, their advisor and representatives of the Office of Campus
Involvement. Essays were judged
on the overall influence of the
parents on the student, the
degree of the parental involvement and to a certain extent,
grammar and mechanics.
Nieto entered the contest
because "my parents have played
such a critical role in my success.
I felt obligated to show more
appreciation than by just thank-

ing them."
In her essay, she incorporated
many of the BGSU Core Values:
Respect for One Another,
Cooperation, Intellectual and
Spiritual
Growth,
Creative
Imaginings and Pride In a lob
Well Done.
"The core values have always
been a part of my life, even before
I came to the University. My parents always strove to expose me
to them, and to be proud of who I
am and what I have done," Nieto
said.
Every essay was unique and
different according to Beverly and
it was apparent how much these
students cared about their parents. She saw, however, that
Nieto's essay was "above and
beyond anything else we had."
As a reward for the parents,
UAO will provide several gifts for
Mr. and Mrs. Nieto. First, they are
paying for their weekend stay at
the Best Western and a meal for
the family.
On Saturday, they will watch
the Falcon football team take on
Marshall from the Vice President
of Student Affairs, Dr. Edward
Whipple's box at Doyt L Perry
Field. UAO will also provide
smaller gifts such as flowers and
University apparel.
"It's great that they'll be getting
the royal treatment this weekend.
When they found out about this
honor, they were really excited,
happy and grateful. They wanted
to thank me, but I feel like I
should be thanking them." Nieto
said.

TomRe«d BGNem

DOWNTOWN: Arts and entertainment pull families into the heart of downtown this weekend.

I ICCTIUC WARRANTED
uVSRRlNTCn
LIFETIME

LIFETIME WARRANTED

MUFFLERS

BRAKE PADS & SHOES

50% as

COSMOS

L_______
LUBE/OIL/FILTER
& TIRE ROTATION

$2195

l~4-CYL.iNDER~ "

©

Most Cars
and Light
Trucks
Includes oil titter, cat change with up to 5 quarts of quality
I
Vatvotne motor oil. chassis lube, and a complete vehicle
safety inspection Rotate all four tires 'In lieu 04 other offers ■

Joe-To-Go

T»ffy
Keeps it HOT Up to 4 hours!
Cal Ahead 8 Reserve Your* Today!

. Auto Service
[ Center*

| TUNE-UP
'

6-CYLINDER

| TUNE-UP

BAX

3495

"I
i

$4495
$5495

"Maintenance TuhVUp""

'39.95

1 Tuffy technicians will install spark plugs, inspect filters. I
: belts, vacuum duct, emission hoses. PC valves and
I more 'Platinum plugs extra in lieu o' other offers Most I
^ars^and l£hurucks_ _ — — — —m _ _£'e™i&°£j

SAME AS
CASH

HOURS:
MON. - FRI. 8am-6pm
SAT. 8am-4pm

BOWLING GREEN

$

8-CYLINDER
1
TUNE-UP
1LMo^cms^U^ht
Trucks^ _ _ _ ^ ^grt^MOJ
I

Tuffy Does It Right!

354 JAVA 152821

l

ProtoMCnal brake syiism mspecoon,. nsMlHrtmo
isadflrtmo wan
wanantsd pad* or ■
IhOM Repack wneal Manngi and traclnne rctorVtJrums wntn
required SemMneMT. pads and rcpacamant pars may Ot naadad ■ ■
addwrulcoa *m IIOU ol oner oft** MOM can and ight (rucks

swir&i

COFFIIHOUII

Portable
Coffee Containers
Filled with 96oz. of
Gourmet Coffee

50°/cOUST

i

■ SAVE on our complete inventory of top quality, lifetime
.
' warranted mufflers * good for as long as you own your car J
I 'In lieu of other oilers Most cars and light trucks

^^^3 ^Jj^ji
353-2444 • 1087 S. MAIN ST.

L O B A L

Offers:
Great Pay & Flexible Shifts
to fit your schedule.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS ON OUR NIGHT SHIFT
•$11.00/hour-Nights
• $11.50/hourAfter 6 months
$12.00/hour After 1 Year

BAX ALSO OFFERS OUTSTANDING BENEFITS INCLUDING:

The BG News is
hiring
Copy Editors
Reporters
Photographers

• Comprehensive medical and dental benefits
• Education assistant
• Paid holidays, paid (j|lm\ off, and vapattojju/y"'
• Uniforms provide

• TWA trav^^s5o^n^^rTrW4a^ty'
• Local and global career advancement opportu
The sorter postion Is part-time. Primary responsibilities are loading, unloading, sorting, stacking, weighing, and transporting freight
through the HUB system. Those qualified for this position must be able to lift up to 70 pounds on a consistent basis, possess a valid
drivers license with a satisfactory driving record„ possess a high school diploma or equivalent, successfully pass a pre-employment
drug screen and background check, and must be at least 18 years old. Previous package handling experience is a plus

^f
II Jfr. L O B A L
rjfa^PJ^^^^^^^^ (formerly Burlington Airtxpress)
«

Apply between the hours of 8:30am to 4:00pm or
11:00pm to 6:00am, Monday thru Friday. We are locatedbehind the Toledo Express Airport off Route 20A at:

One Air Cargo Pkwy. E.
Swanton, OH 43558
T
\
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1
A Tuesday Challenge...
|
| What state has only one syllable??? g

Television prepares
for November sweeps
By Lynn Elber
AP

Domino's Pizza
353-MEGA
FrteMtory
Minimum S8.00
We accept personal checks

Choose Your Crust

1616 E. Wooster, Unit 1
WortHwrr
Sin-Wad
11:OOa.m. til 1:00a.m.
Thur, HI, Sat
11:00ajn.tl 3:00a.m.

m
mm
Falcon
Special

Carry Out
Special

Fantastic
Deal

1 Largt 1 Topping Pizza
8 twisty bread
add. loppings $1.25 each

1 Large 1 Topping Pizza
We'll deliver 2 Mon.-Thurs.
add. toppings $1.25 each

1 Large 1 Topping Pizza
10 Buffalo Wings
8 twisty bread
2 20 oz. bottles of pop
add. toppings $1.25 each

Deep Dish $1.00 extra

Deep Dish $1.00 extra

Deep Dish $1.00 extra

#$8
Cinna
Stix

Weekender :

■

Buffalo
Wings

#$20 #!
4 Large 1 Topping Pizzas
add. toppings $1.25 each
add. Lg. 1 toppings $5 ea.

8 Piece
8 Cinnamon Bread Stlx
with a cup of sweet Icing

Deep Dish $1.00 extra

Twisty
Bread

10 Piece
10 Buffalo wings, Hot or BBO
with bleu chees dressing
add ranch for 25 cents

Cheesy
Bread

BREAD d£
8 Piece

8 Piece

t Twisty Bread Stix
with a dipping sauce

8 Bread Stix with 2 cheeses
with a dipping sauce
add ranch for 25 cents

add cheese dip lor 25 cents

WINTHROP TERRACE
WELCOME BGSU

«

2U.
WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS
400 NAPOLEON RD
352-9135

Welcome. BGSUStudents ( Family!

CLKTC

,

|WccL<_

Bicycle Safes $ Service

352-8576
&hv us a call for what's on SALE!

2V8 South Main St.
shoptyclewerks.com
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and in the process finds her cultural heritage; 9 p.m. Sunday, Nov.
19, CBS.
— "Love Lessons," with Patty
Duke and Ronny Cox, chronicles
the story of a woman, happily
married and 50, who discovers
she is pregnant; 9 p.m.
Wednesday, Nov. 22, CBS.
— "The Moving of Sophia
Myles" stars Delia Reese as a pastor's wife who is suddenly widowed and must cope with her loss
and a crisis of faith; 9 p.m. Sunday,
Nov. 26, CBS.

LOS ANGELES — Talk about
laying your cards on the table.
"Jackie
Bouvier
Kennedy
Onassis," the CBS miniseries
about the former first lady, makes
it clear in the title how much territory will be covered.
That's typical of sweeps programming: It may not be subtle
but it's big in scope. The networks
are in a frenzy to score high ratings in November and other socalled sweeps months.
Thus larger-than-life figures
like Onassis tend to dominate,
VARIETY IS THE SPICE CATEalong with hot musical perform- GORY:
ers and hotshot guest stars on
—"Surprise Wedding" puts five
series. Here are the highlights (all men unwilling to commit to thentimes EST):
longtime loves on the spot when
MOVIES AND MINIS:
their girlfriends propose to them
— "The Growing Pains Movie" on national television in Las
reunites the Seaver clan of the Vegas; 8 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 2,
1980s sitcom as mom Maggie Fox.
(loanna Kerns) runs for Congress.
— Radio Musk Awards, a joint
Also stars Alan Thicke, Kirk venture of the radio and recordCameron, Tracey Gold, Jeremy ing industries, features The
Miller and Ashley Johnson; 7 p.m. Backstreet Boys and Mark
Sunday, Nov. 5, on ABC.
McGrath of Sugar Ray as hosts for
— "Jackie Bouvier Kennedy the Las Vegas show featuring
Onassis," based on the Donald Enrique Iglesias, No Doubt and
Spoto biography, examines the others; 8 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 4,
life of President John E Kennedy's ABC.
widow. Joanne Whalley and Tim
— "Saturday Night Lives
Matheson star 9 p.m. Sunday, Presidential Bash" features satiriNov. 5, and Wednesday, Nov. 8, cal highlights from the comedy
CBS.
show's 25 years, including Dana
— "The Miracle Worker" retells Carveyas President Bush and Phil
the story of 8-year-old Helen Hartman as President Clinton; 9
Keller ((Hallie Kate Eisenberg), p.m. Sunday. Nov. 5, NBC
blind, deaf and mute since birth,
— "The Drew Carey Show"
and her dedicated teacher, Annie goes live three times — for three
Sullivan (Alison Elliott); 7 p.m. rime zones — in an episode that
Sunday, Nov. 12, ABC
promises improvisation and
— "American Tragedy," based unexpected guest stars; 9 p.m.
on author Lawrence Schiller's Wednesday, Nov. 8, ABC.
behind-the-scenes look at the
— "Battle of the Child
personalities and tactics of Ol. Geniuses: The Smartest Kid in
Simpson's defense team, with a America 2," with host Dick Clark,
script by Norman Mailer 9 p.m. pits 40 egghead youngsters
Sunday, Nov. 12, and Wednesday, against each other for the chance
Nov. 15. CBS.
to win a $300,000 prize; 8 p.m.
— "In the Beginning" uses a Thursday, Nov. 9, Fox.
huge cast and special effects to
— Alec Baldwin. Tyra Banks
bring familiar Bible stories to life. and Jon Stewart are among those
The stars include Martin Landau, playing in celebrity editions of
Jacqueline Bisset and Billy "Who Wants to Be a Millionaire";
Campbell as Moses; 9 p.m. 8 p.m. Tuesday and Wednesday,
Sunday and Monday, Nov. 12-13, Nov. 14 and 15, and 9 p.m.
NBC.
T.iursday and Sunday, Nov. 16
— "Santa Who?" stars Leslie and 19, ABC.
Nielsen as an amnesia-stricken
— "The Beatles Revolution" is
Santa who is mistaken for a billed as an examination and celhomeless man by a TV news ebration of the legendary pop
reporter (Steven Eckholdt) eager group. Among those interviewed:
to find a holiday story. Co-stars Phil Collins, Cameron Crowe,
Robin Lively and Tommy Sting and Pete Townshend; 8 p.m.
Davidson; 7 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 19, Friday, Nov. 17, ABC
ABC.
— "Dixie Chicks: On the Fly"
— The Lost Child" features features the country group in a
Mercedes Ruehl as a woman who concert shot during a two-night
goes in search of her birth parents stand in Washington, DC, in

August; 8 p.m. Monday, Nov. 20,
NBC.
— Country singer Faith Hills
performs in "Faith!" taped at the
Palace theater in Auburn Hills,
Mich. Hubby Tim McGraw joins
her for a duet in the special; 8 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 23, CBS.
— "Grand Ole Opry 75th: A
Celebration" is a salute to the venerable live radio show with Dolly
Parton and Vince Gill and performances by Garth Brooks, Alan
Jackson and others; 9 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 23, CBS.
BE OUR GUEST:
— Sally Struthers makes an
appearance on "Gilmore Girls"; 8
p.m. Thursday, Nov. 2, WB.
— Tony Award-winner Hinton
Battle stars as a dance instructor
and served as choreographer for
an episode of "The Trouble with
Normal" revolving around ballroom dancing; 8:30 p.m. Friday,
Nov. 3, ABC.
— Michelle Phillips guest stars
in an episode of "Popular" that
looks at teen-age abuse of overthe-counter drugs; 9 p.m. Friday,
NOV.3.WB.
— "The Simpsons" celebrates
its milestone 250th episode and
12th season premiere with Pete
Townshend, Roger Daltry and
John Entwhistle of The Who; 8
p.m. Sunday, Nov. 5, Fox.
— NAACP President Kweisi
Mfume guest stars in "Moesha" in
a tale about a local election that
proves an eye-opener for young
Moesha; 8 p.m. Monday, Nov. 6,
UPN.
— Bret Michaels of the rock
group Poison throws a party that
turns into a wild night for the boys
(Anthony Clark, Mike O'Maiiey)
on "Yes Dear"; 8:30 p.m. Monday,
Nov. 6, CBS.
— They're back: "Survivor"
castaways Jenna Lewis, Gervase
Peterson, Joel Klug and Sean
Kenniff make appearances on
"Nash Bridges"; 10 p.m. Friday,
Nov. 10, CBS.
— He's back Former "Survivor"
and Navy SEAL Rudy Boesch
plays himself on "JAG"; 8 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 14, CBS.
— Cher appears as herself and
Camryn Manheim plays a fortuneteller on "Will & Grace"; 9
p.m. Thursday, Nov. 16. NBC.
— Sally Field plays Abby's
(Maura Tierney) unpredictable
mom on "ER"; 10 p.m. Thursday,
Nov. 16, NBC.
— Tippi Hedren guest stars as
the mother of Sydney's (Melina
Kanakaredes) new beau on
"Providence"; 8 p.m. Friday, Nov.
17, NBC

YOUR
NEW
STUDENT
UNION...
ON THE
WAY

Student Union administrative offices 215 South Hall
Space Assignments
215 South Hall
Catering Services
103 Centrex Building
Student Activities
204 South Hall
Campus Involvement
210 South Hall
Student Legal Services
401 South Hall
Information Center
Olscamp Hall
Computer Lab
2nd Floor, Student Services
Design Lab
Amani Room, Commons
Little Shop
University Bookstore
Copy Center
112 University Hall
ATM's
Huntingdon
Library
Fifth Third
Founders
Mid-Am
MacDonald
Dining Services:
Commons Founders
Kreischer
MacDonald

372-2241
372-2941
372-6951
372-2343
372-2486
372-2951
372-2741
372-2738
372-2851
372-9633

For updates on the renovation or for further information, please visit our
Web site at: vvvvw.bgsu.edu/offices/student_affairs/welcome/union/index.html

■__■__■____■___■
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Smith, Damon headline new film
R David Germain
MOVIE WRITER

Robert Redford's golfing fairy
tale, "The legend of Bagger
Vance," is classy, dignified, eminently big-hearted. It's also simple-minded to the point of banality.
Even so, it's hard to resist falling
in step with the on-screen
onlookers who crowd the links to
follow a washed-up golfer as he
tries to exorcise his demons and
reclaim the promise his life once
held.
Director Redford's characters
and Depression-era Southern settings are so richly and lovingly
crafted that they largely compensate for the movie's New Age
motivational babble and the shallow artifice of its story.
Matt Damon stars as Rannulph
lumili, the coulda-been pro golfer
who dutifully goes off to the
trenches in World War I.
Traumatized after his entire company is killed, Rannulph vanishes
for 10 years, leaving behind his
golf career and fiancee Adele
Invergordon (CharlizeTheron).
Conveniently, he returns home
just as Adele is looking for ways to
hang on to the lavish golf resort
her father opened as the
Depression hit. Adele convinces
two top golfers (Bruce McGill and
loel Gretsch) to compete at her
place, but the city fathers insist
that a local boy must join the big
golfing exhibition.
And so begins Rannulph's resurrection under the tutelage of a
mysterious caddy named Bagger
Vance (Will Smith), who appears
out of the night to spout Zen patphrases intended to put the zing
back in Rannulph's swing — and
his life.
"Inside each and every one of
us is one true, authentic swing,
something we're born with."
Bagger says. He goes on to
describe a golf course as a living
thing on its own, asserts that
Rannulph cannot make the ball
go in the hole but has to let it, and
tells his charge that it's time he
learned to "see the field.''
The pop-philosophy pep talk
grows wearisome, but at least
Bagger never tells Rannulph to
"be the ball."

Early on, "Bagger Vance" feds

Associated Press Photo

OPENING FRIDAY: Bagger Vance (Will Smith, left) and Rannulph Junuh (Matt Damon, right) star in DreamWorks' "The Legend of Bagger Vance."

choppy and truncated as Redford
hurries through the preliminaries.
There's barely time for the audience to digest Rannulph's
wartime horrors before being
thnist into Redford's metaphoric
tale of redemption and reclamation.
The movie then settles into a
languid, easygoing Southern

voice-overs that nudge the story
along.
The cast is fine; it's hard to say
more, since the straightforward
script provides little room for
range. Smith, though, is noteworthy for the quiet charm and
humor he brings to Bagger.
The plot itself is something
you've seen many times before,

pace. The story unfolds through
the eyes of young Hardy Greaves
(newcomer I. Michael Moncrief),
a boy who signs on as Rannulph's
deputy caddy and whose life
becomes indelibly imprinted by
the hopefulness Bagger preaches,
lack Lernmon delivers an
engaging cameo as the elderly
Hardy and provides genteel

terize "Bagger Vance" as a throwback to a simpler era of
moviemaking but Hollywood has
rarely been this simple, this
benign.
No villains, just a man and his
own phantoms, surrounded by a
decent lot of folks cheering him
on. It's a metaphor we'd all like to
live.

Cool Tools
for School

BOWLING GREEN
MUSIC & SOUND
BUY • SELL • TRADE • NEW

including Redford's own redemptive journey in "The Natural."
That movie, however, was rooted
in a more seamy, realistic world,
where forces operate against the
resurgent hero, hoping to benefit
from his failure.
"Bagger Vance," on the other
hand, is goodness and mercy
incarnate. It's tempting to charac-

• USED

There's never been a better time
to buv a Mac!

LESSONS
GUITARS • AMPS • ACCESSORIES

Whether you want to equip your school or college classrooms, dorm
room, teachers' or faculty's desk, labs or your media center, these
products give you the power to access the Internet for research, write
papers, create stunning class presentations, or edit Desktop Movies.
Apple has the solutions you need to enhance the educational experience.

LIGHTING • DJ • PA
SALES • RENTALS • SERVICE
REEDS • SHEET MUSIC
352-6612
130 E. WOOSTER

Visit the Apple Store for Education at www.apple.com/education/store,
call 800-800-APPL (2775), or visit 100 Hayes Hall by December 31, 2000.
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The complete desktop solution
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PowerBook
For taking to class, its in i class
by itself

With unprecedented style, ^V » if^
the Power Mac G-i Cube SB* »
grves you G-l performance so you can
play graphics-intensive games or crunch
numbers without overwhelming your
desktop Includes Apple's new keyboard
and mouse, speakers, and a 17-inch
(16-inch viewable) Apple Studio Display.
Student (pedal

A portable science lab and movie studio,
the PowerBook offers exceptional power
and long battery life to accompany you
everywhere. Built-in FireWire lets you
connect to external devices like digital
cameras, CD recorders, scanners, and
hard drives
Studani Special
400-MHl PowerSook
S1SSS
500-MM. Poweraook
$2999

450-MHi Power Mac 04 Cub* Si MS

w

Speed, style, and color-simply brilliant
Need the perfect Internet computer'
Look no further than iMac It's ideal
for Internet research, playing games,
and creating your own Desktop Movies
to email to your friends back home
Now you can choose from four colorful
models to meet your needs
Student !
350-MHi IMac'
W0 Mb IMac DV
450-MMi IMac DV*
SOO-MHi IMac DV
Special Edition

$ 7W
S M9
$1240

(Book
It's iMac to go
Make effortless Internet connections, take
notes in class, and write papers at the local
cafe. Add Airftxt and you're cleared for
takeoff with wireless Internet access'
Student Spadal"
366-MHi Wot*
f 1449
464-MHz IBoofc Sfjoclal Edition $1749
Purchasa an (Book by Oacomoor, and
rocohva 64MB of uaor4r.it■■■til
RAM If.

$1449
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WELCOME PARENTS
See Us For Family Weekend Souvenirs
T-Shirts
Sweatshirts
Kids'Clothing
Shorts

Mugs
Stadium Blankets
, Glassware
Stadium Seat Cushions
Jackets
Baseball Caps
Pennants
Decals
and other BGSU Merchandise

Good Luck to Coach Blackney & The Falcons

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
DVcharge

Conveniently Located on Campus
Main Floor Student Services Building
Open Family Weekend 9:00-5:00

m BEAT MARSHALL!
f

Regular Hours:
8:00-6:00 Mon.-Thurs.
8:00-5:00 Friday
9:00-5:00 Saturday

